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Radical Lesbian, Hit by Lightning,
Becomes Clairvoyant
A Profile by R.J. Blessington
A freakish set of circumstances has
resulted in a bizarre development in the life
of a rural Maine lesbian. The woman , who
wishes to remain anonymous to avoid unwanted publicity' is using the name
"Shirley" for this article. She chose this
pseudonym because, as she puts it,
"Shirley MacLaine is now my big role
model. I've been reading all her books and
renting videos of all her old movies , including ' The Trouble With Harry ' and
'Irma LaDouce.' She's awesome!"
According to "Shirley," her life before
this cataclysmic event was the typical rural
radical lesbian life. She lived on a 225-acre
land trust in Piscataquis County with a collective of five other lesbians .
Shirley 's expression becomes wistful as
she recalls her pre-clairvoyant life. "We
had a few goats , a garden , and a two-seater
outhouse. We built our own 12-foot-by12-foot cabin and sweat lodge. And I think
the last time any one of us had sex was
about four years ago . We had an argument
about monogamy at one of our weekly
house meetings. We decided to be celibate
· till we could reach consensus. I guess you
know how hard that can be. ·'
Shirley continues, " But now all that's
behind me. It was my turn to go into town
for the only supply we couldn' t provide on
the farm - rolling papers . I drove the collective's car, a ' 73 Dodge Dart, in a terrible rain storm, to LaVerdiere's . See , we
had a belief that the only politically cor-

rect cars are the ones with the slant-six
engines. which is why we had the Dart.
Al so. it cost only 150 dollars. We bought
it from a guy who needed to raise bail. We
named the car 'H-Grace' and hung an
amethyst crystal from the rearview mirror.
I was going to buy about a dozen-packs of
Bugler papers - they're the cheapest.
"I remember very clearly that I parked
on the street, right across from LaVerdiere's. I had just stepped out of the car ,
and the next thing I knew, I felt like I had
been hit by a truck. Then I was.in a coma
for about eight months, so I don't kno~
what happened. When I came to, I was sitting in the Jaw library at theVniversity of
Southern Maine. I guess I went through
some heavy-duty personality changes, and
I did all kinds of weird things while I was
in this blackout. Not only did I apply to
law school , I also registered to vote, got
a Visa card , and bought a Jot of expensive
clothes. And I was driving an ' 87 Volkswagen Jetta."
But the changes in Shirley's life didn't
end there. She had an uncanny ability to
predict the future and to see events occurring in distant locations. She also had
become a channeling medium for a spirit
named "Larry ." Shirley describes Larry
as a ''middle-aged Jewish guy from the
,1940s. He has very curly hair , and two
brothers who are always poking him in the
eyes and punching his nose. ·He's very
wise . Larry helped me foresee last year's
stockmarket crash. I came out of it
continued on page 2

Now Running as L.L. Bean

Bean-Jones Does It Again
by I.M. Rugged
Hunting boot heiress and Congressional
candidate~Linda Bean Jones anno~nced this
week that she has changed her name.
once again , this time to her birth name,
Linda L. Bean. She denied the change had
any connection with her political aspirations , but Our 'Paper has learned
otherwise.
A disgrunted campaign worker recently leaked to this reporter the content of the
fiscally conservative candidate's new
signs. They say simply: "L.L. Bean for
Congress . Guaranteed Value For Your
Dollar .'' Our Paper could not confirm
rumors that the signs_also picture the·candidate, dressed in a pair of flannel-lined
chinos and a ragg sweater, posing with an
Irish Setter who is sprawled on a pet pillow
in Campbell tartan.
Bean, who has made a name for herself
as the founder and prime financial backer
'of the arch-conservative Maine Impact
Coalition, is hoping to win the Republican
primary so she can run against former
-Governor Joseph Brennan in November.

People snickered , jeered and wrote nasty
letters to the editor about her after she
changed her name the first time, from plain
old Linda Jones to Linda Bean-Jones .
The change , the multi-monikered candidate said, was an effort to get back to her
roots. She is the granddaughter of the
famous hunting shoe inventor L. L. Bean .
whose once-unassuming sporting good
store in Freeport has been turned into a sort
of rustic Filene"s since he died .
Jones/Bean Jones/Bean· s critics have
scoffed when she has denied the decision
was political , saying she obviously was
trying to work "Bean" into her name to
win votes.
At the press conference where she announced her newest name change. Jones/
Beans Jones./Bean said she was surprised
when her first name change was greeted
with derision, and she' ll be surprised if
that's the reaction once again.
"This is simply another step for me in
rtclaiming my roots," she said. "If blacks
can do it, so can I. I believe in equal
opportunity .' '

Lesbian/Gay Merger Announced
by Dusk
"It's certainly an unusual concept, but
one that is definitely catching on. " With
that statement came the announcement of
a merger between two very different and
seemingly incompatible businesses, Gaytering, Inc. of Portland and Bulldyker Construction Company of Augusta.
Gay-tering , Inc . has quickly become the
premier caterer of the entire state with a
staff that can handle any party occasion.
These men are fully qualified and will
gladly custom-design a colorful menu to
suit even the most discriminating of your
friends . They ' ll delight you and your
guests with decorations expressive of your
favorite fantasies. And if you haven ' t
already arranged for entertainment , they
will suggest just the right band for the
occasion.
·
Bulldyker Construction Company has
gained a reputation second to none in the
field of building and remodeling . These
wymyn have backgrounds of well e,ver 40
years experience in the construction
business. They combine their great skill
and ability with top quality materials and
reasonable prices. And they can be trusted
to complete the job well within the
specified time .
In joining their efforts, these enterprises
are combining the best of both . But what
do they have to offer as partners?
The idea was born out of a casual conversation between the two owners , John N.
Park and Liz B. Butcher. As John explains,
"We'.ve been friends for years and have
always been very supportive of each other
in ·our various ventures, whether personal
or professional. I started Gay-tering , Inc.
(formerly known as Gay-ter-aid) about

*

eight or nine months after Liz got BullConCom off the ground , and we've always
given each other the moral support and encouragement which was so often needed."
Liz adds , "One day John called me up ,,
terribly upset about some frustrating client.
who was unhappy with the catering at his
party. It seems he had invited so many
guests to his small apartment , they were
simply too crowded to have a good time.
I teased , 'Why didn't you just knock a wall
down?' Well, one thing Jed to another and
by the time we hung up , we had the vague
idea of a merger.' '
"It's great! " bubbles John. "It fills both
our voids! So many times Liz has referred
people to me when she has finished
building or remodeling a beautiful home
and her clients were so proud , they wanted
to throw a big party to show off to their
friends. Now it's an automatic option. "
" But," Liz emphasizes , "we do want
to make sure people realize they don't have
to take the entire package deal . If they want
one or the other of us for a job, that's fine .
But it's quite handy to have them both
available. We've already had several calls
from people who wanted to have a large
party but were very limited in their space.
No problem. My team goes over, knocks
out a wall or two , reconstructs the area,
and it's ready for use. "
Now there seems to be no job too small
or too large for the new corporation, which
will carry the name Party Builders
Unlimited . For a simple outdoor affair
complete with beautiful gazebo, or a large
gathering which involves decorating your
apartment, house, ·o r entire neighborhood ,
these are the people who will make that
special occasion one that all of your guests ·
will cherish for years -to come.
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The Image :Heat
The All-New Oh-So-Hip Jack Wyman
by Frannie Fashionplate
Our Paper Taste Arbiter
Add Jasper "Jack" Wyman's name to
the list of once-conservative politicos
scrambling to soften a hardline image in
order to broaden their elective appeal . Apparently following in the footsteps of Linda Bean Jones, the right-winger behind the
Maine Impact Coalition. who has seemingly been born again as a moderate Repub ~
lican , Wyman is stressing what he calls
" my basic '80s hipness" as he prepares
to take on U.S. Sen. George Mitchell this
fall .
.
In a recent interview , Wyman , director
of Maine's Christian Civic League, steered
discussion away from his, views on the
issues and soliloquized instead on what he
says is a broad-based public misperception
about him.
"Polls have shown people think of me
as · a fuddy-duddy, but I'm really an
eighties kind of guy ," Wyman said. "Let
me share with you some of the things going on with the real Jack Wyman .

Hets to H:ave
Their Day
by Dusk
In light of the recent passage of
·egislature providing equal rights for all
I 1eterosexuals and in cooperation with the
Jreeders Association of America (BAA),
he President has proclaimed a legal holiiay to be observed with unprecedented
tipulations . ·
On this one day, all "st1raight" people
.1ill be able to talk (and act) openly regard- .
.1g their heterosexuality without fear of
·!perc.ussion (on that day or in the future)
:om the gay majority of the nation ' s
:opulation. They will be allowed to engage
·1 limited public displays of affection with
1eir spouse(s) and/or lover(s) of the oposite sex and be assured that harrassment
f any kind will be met with swift and
, utomatic legal action, including arrest, inarceration and/or fines, depending upon
1e severity of the offense:.
Already plans are underway for rallies, .
larches, seminars, and feasts of celebra·.o n throughout the nation. Spokesman for
IAA, Rep. Rod Uce of Utah, stated that
.e and his wife would not be. attending any
,f the larger, crowd-dri,twiing events, but
vjll be spending the day at their home with
:lose friends , and possibly dancing up and
Jown their street. "It is oiur hope," said
he wife, "that this day will only be the
Jeginning of the end - of irrational fear
md misunderstanding. Ifwe could start to
wipe out all traces of heterophobia in our
lifetime , we would be able to leave our
children a legacy of true hope , a world
where ignorance and consequent prejudice
are no longer rampant, where people can
make their own choices in life and know
they will not be condemned for their
lifestyle. This is all we' ve, ever asked the right to live in true foeedom ."
No protests are planned, according to
sou.rces close to the leaders. of various gay
· and lesbian organizations. The overall feeling seems to be summed up in one person' s
response to the news : "Hey , that' s okay
by me. It' s a free country. As long as they
don' t try to push their way of life on me ,
I have no problems with them having a
holiday - it' s another day off work for all
of us!"
Anyone interested in obtaining a
schedule of activities planned for the first
observance of the holiday , February 29 ,
1990, should contact the nearest BAA
leader. They're listed in most Yellow
Pages.
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" I had my colors done recently, and
everyone keeps saying how much .more
warmly I've been coming across ever
since," he said. "Same goes for my new
diet. Lots of fresh veggies , sushi twice a
week, and no more meat and potatoes for
this fella. I've slimmed right down and ,
more importantly, firmed right up with the
help of my Nautilus coach , Bruce.
''I've also gotten into therapy, the
modality is 'you can heal your body with
your mind.' All these years I was a
doubter, but now those pesky hemorrhoids
are almost gone ."
It must be admitted that Wyman sure
looked the part, with a new stylish haircut
("I've eschewed my barber for a hair
salon") and sporting a pair of Nike Air
Max running shoes.
Why has the longtime voice of Christian
morality and compulsory chastity changed
his tune?
" I was never really out of step to begin
with, " he said with a smirk. "I've had a
waterbed for years ."

Statue Erected ·To
Famous Fireman
by Bull O'Nee
After languishing in storage for over 30
years , a statue of Maine's most famous
firefighter has been returned 'to its original
location in front of Portland's Central Fire
Station. The monument depicts Harry
Toukas who was known for having the
longest hose in the history of Maime
firemen .
The statue was originally designed and
built by Mr. Toukas ' roommate, lshood
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Clairvoyant Lesbian
continued from page 1

Co~munity Still
Simmering Over
Contest Results
by Bonnie Appetit
Debate still rages in.the Greater Portland
lesbian/gay community about the fairness
of the judging at the annual Queer
Cookoff, held in February at the Sonesta
Hotel. Lesbians have charged the gay male
judges were not animal rights nor
cholesterol-sensitive when they evaluated
the woman-cooked dishes , such as Millet
Surprise, Tofu Chowder and Kale 'n'
Couscous Casserole .
The gay male judges -awarded those
dishes uniformly poor ratings , adding comments like, "yuck," "it all tastes the
same ," and " do lesbians really eat this
stuff? "
Gay men who entered the cookoff
prepared dishes such as Poulet Fraise,
Linguine with Pesto, and Beef Satay with
Yellow Peppers and Sun-Dried Tomatoes.
They scored well with the male judges, but
miserably with the dykes.
''Their entries were reflective of the
economic disparity between . men and
women in our society, '' said one lesbian
judge who asked not to be identified. "The
dyke recipes evidenced their lower income
levels, and the fags' were indicative of
their higher salaries. The boys lost points
for going all out , because the Queer
Cookoff board adopted a resolution years
ago saying it was to be a non-classist event ,
among other things ."
Another lesbian judge said her objection
was to the non-soy , non-vegetable nature .
of the gay male entries . "Beings died to
make those dishes ," she said solemnly.

unscathed .''
For the most part. Shirley has tried to
return to her radical roots, but she admit:s
it's pretty hard now that she' s rich . "All
I did was look down into my bowl of Fruit
and Fiber one morning and.there I saw th1e
winning numbers for the Tri-State Megabucks. I won 3.2 million dollars. So I
dropped out of law school and bought
some land on the coast downeast and built
a house on the ocean. I got a satellite dish,
too. I hold seances and spiritualist conventions and I'm a tax-exempt church. "
Shirley has been featured in People , National Enquirer, New Age,_off our backs ,
East-West Journal and Yankee Magazine.
She is no longer granting interviews after
the town selectmen informed her of their
intention to seize her land by eminernt
domain .
· Shirley explains , ' 'The townspeople are
upset by the pilgrims who show up every
summer and over-run this sleepy coastal
village of lobstermen and dope smugglers.
They COQ'le up for . the seances which I
advertise in The New Yorker. " The
decreased news coverage seems to have
mollified her neighbors, at least for now .
In addition to her stock market and
Megabucks successes, she gave us othe:r
, examples of her clairvoyant abilities . In
February alone , Shirley correctly predicted ·
that Al Haig would withdraw from the
presidential primaries , that the speeche:s
would run too long at the MLGP A annual
dinner , and that Governor McKernan
would advocate mandatory antibody
testing for prostitutes .
I asked Shirley if she would be willing
to make a few predictions for the Our
Paper readership . She first needed to go
into a trance. In order to do this , she lit
a stick of patchouli incense. She then ate
an entire pint of Ben and Jerry's Cherry
Garcia ice cream, and topped it off by
snorting a line of cocaine. "I never

Noh. When it was first erected in the 1950s
it was criticized for being lewd and suggestive. City officials were forced to move
it to the basement of City Hall where it was
recently discovered in a closet during
building renovations.
The statue was reinstalled during a
,ceremony attended by city officials and
Mr. Noh, the sculptor. Portland' s mayor
praised the sculptor and remarked that it
was unfortunate that "we had to wait for
the end of the Reagan years and the
destruction of the Baptist church across the
street before Mr . Toukas could take his
place with Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
and other great men memorialized by
statues in our city. ''
Following the mayor , Mr . Noh rose to
praise his friend Harry Toukas and . to
thank the city officials. "This is a great day
for me and Harry ,'' he said. As he looked
skyward, observers in the front row heard
Mr. Noh whisper, "I still love you, guy. "
Closing the ceremony ·Fire Chief Izzy
Foreel praised the beauty of the monument. adding. "This lovely statue will be
an inspiration to our men as they spend
hours lounging in their dormitory .''
Praise for the statue was not unanin10us ,
as evidenced by pickets from the Citizens
'Of Correct Knowledge (COCK). Their .
spokesperson. J . Edgar Wynan . told
· reporters. " This obscene statue is evidence
of the growing power of the homosexual
lobby in our state . If we are not vigilant
there will soon come a time when statues
like this will be on every corner of .our
cities .··
The statue can be seen at the comer of
Congress and Pearl Streets in downtown
Portland.

freebase ," she explained.
While in her trance, Shirley offered the
followi~g predictions:
• In 1994, a member of the state legislature will admit to having a homosexual affair with a ,!Ilember of the governpr' s cabinet. ·
• Every family in the United States, including welfare recipients, nursing
home residents, and illegal aliens , will
own a VCR by the year 2000.
• Madonna will divorce Sean before her
thirtieth birthday.
• The speeches will run too long at the
next MLGPA annual dinner .
When Shirley emerged from her trance,
she.asked me for a cigarette which I didn 't
have. She bluntly told me, "I usually feel
ecstatic in a trance. When i come out of
it. it" s like afterglow. ··
I asked Shirley if she is glad her life
has taken this unique turn. Her face grew
tight and a bit pensive , and she answered
me slowly and quite deliberately .
"Well," she started, " I feel a little guilty about my politics, the money , you
know . But I'm trying'"1:o 1eclaim some of
my radicalism. I only buy products that use
Beatie music in their commercials. I
stopped shaving my armpits . Every now
and then, I almost seem to black out,
though . Last week, I was shopping at
Super Shop 'N Save. I was trying to decide
whether to get Lean Cuisine Glazed
Chicken and Rice or Budget Gourmet
Turkey Breast Entree , and the next moment , I had put eight or nine pairs of
L 'eggs pantyhose in my cart. Good thing
I woke up before I got to the check out!''
Shirley stopped for a moment but only
to draw a breath. She began again , " But
it's not always a struggle."
Her eyes grew bright as she admitted ,
' 'I gave up my celibacy vow . To hell with
consensus ."

" Shirley" can be contacted through
New Age Talent Associates, 289-2000. She
is available for conferences , parties,
private readings , and sex.
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Barbara Wood Running for Council
by Brenda Buchanan
Barbara Wood, a member of the Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance steering
committee, is running for Portland City
Council.
Wood, who lives on Spring Street, is
running against four others for an at-large
seat on the council , which means all
Portland residents, not just those in certain neighborhoods, will be able to vote for
her if they choose. The election is May 3.
Wood said she has always wanted to
hold political office . "I think I can listen
to what people are saying and make intelligent decisions based on the facts and
what people are saying about that issue. ' '
she said .
She lists affordable housing and parking
regulation among her top issues.
The gentrification of Portland - the
upgrading of residtntial property that is
pricing out middle and working class people - is of great concern to Wood. "People need to be able to afford to live in their
own city and their families need to be able
to stay in their own city:· she said.
She has been active around parking
issues in the past. having initiated a proposal revamping the alternative side parking regulations. That plan was proposed _to

City Council last year , but was voted
down. If elected, Wood said she' 11 concentrate again on finding a workable, creative
solution to the city's parking woes.
Wood has lived in Maine since 1978 and
in Portland since 1984. She is a Standards
Analyst at L.L . Bean. Active in progressive politics , Wood is a former member of
the Our Paper Collective. She worked on
the anti-censorship referendum campaign
in 1986, former State Sen. Bill Diamond's
campaign for governor that same year, and
on Jim Oliver's campaign for the Legislature last fall . She represents the lesbian/gay
community on the Democratic State Affirmative Action Subcommittee.
Others running for the at-large seat are
incumbent Danny Lee; William Brown
Hughes. owner of a pr9perty management
company; Edward Sullivan, an active supporte,r of Portland High School; and perennial candidate Walter Kozineski.
Wood's campaign needs volunteer help
and financial support. The Wood for
Council Committee can be reached at
871-1555.

(Our Paper will publish an inte; view with
Wood next month, detailing her positions
on the issues. We w(ll also round-up the
rest of the City Council races.)

Thompson/Kowalski Update
A February 5 district court decision in
Minnesota could be the turning point in the
ongoing legal battle between Karen
Thompson and her disabled lover's father,
Donald Kowalski. Judge R .V. Campbell
ordered that Sharon Kowalski be tested for
competency, as Minnesota law requires on
at least an annual basis. Since receiving a
paralyzing brain-stem injury in a
November 1983 accident involving a drunk
driver, Kowalski has never had such a test.
Thompson, who lived with Kowalski for
four years prior to the accident, has been
barred from visitation by Sharon's father
since 1985, when the courts granted him
full guardianship of his daughter. The case
has received national attention from
gay/lesbian and disability rights activists,
who see it as setting extremely dangerous
precedents for unmarried couples and
wards in many states. To date, Committees to Free Sharon Kowalski have been
formed in 17 states. The second National
Free Sharon Kowalski conference was held
February 28-29 , in Minneapolis, and was
attended by over 30 people from Maine to
California.
At the national meeting , strategies for
direct action, outreach , fundraising , and
media were discussed . Of great concern is
distributing information regarding how llnmarri ed couples can best protect
themselves legally ; via durable powers of
attorney or living wills . Mainstream media
has , however, been extremely slow to
cover this case.
Presidential candidate Jesse Jackson has
publicly expressed support for Karen '

Thompson's efforts to achieve the best
possible care for her lover. In his statement
of February 20, 1988, Jackson asserts:
''Homophobia, sexism, and handicapism
should never again be allowed to limit the
potential and abilities of any person. It is
my fervent hope that very soon now,
Sharon Kowalski will come home again.''
Please contact Kim Surkan at 729-1288
or MU 555. Bowdoin. Brunswick. ME
040 l l for further information about the
Maine Committee to Free Sharon
Kowalski. Help with upcoming events is
needed.

Jesse Jackson Supports
Thompson and Kowalski
Following is the text of a statement made
by Democratic presidential candidate Jesse
Jackson on February 19, 1988:
"I wish to express my support for Karen
Thompson and Sharon Kowalski. Ms .
Thompson is to be commended for her
dedication and courage in seeking the best
possible care for Sharon Kowalski , her
life-partner . Ms . Thompson has been infinitely patient - but there comes an end
to patience with a system that is unfair and
unjust. We question the wisdom of any
legal ruling which seeks to separate
mutually consenting adults who have made
a life commitment to each other. Homophobia , sexism , and handicapism should
never again be allowed to limit the potential and abilities of any person . It is my fervent hope that very _soon now Sharon
Kowalski will come home again. "

The panel at the Maine Civil Liberties Union-sponsored discussion on AIDS and
Civil Liberties, which was February 18 at the University of Maine School of Law.
From left are Dr. Lani Graham, director of the state division of disease control Pat ·
Ryan, director of the Maine Human Ri~ts Commission, Cameron Duncan a'
person living with AIDS, and William Rubenstein of the American Civil Liberties
Union.

AIDS Bill Heard March 14
by Brenda Buchanan
The AIDS-related bills pending in the
Maine Legislature were debated at public
hearings on March 14, but only one had
been voted out of committee by Our
Paper's deadline.
The most controversial bills are sponsored by Sen. Barbara Gill of South
Portland and Rep. Stedman Seavey of
Kennebunkport. Gill's bill would allow
hospitals to require patients fo be tested
for HIV antibody exposure in the event of
a health care worker's accidental exposure
to the patient's blood or bodily fluids.
State law currently says no one can be
tested for exposure to HIV without giving
their written informed consent. Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is thought
to be the cause of AIDS.
Seavey's bill is an omnibus measure
that would:
*Allow for mandatory testing of persons
convicted of prostitution or other sex
offenses, of persons convicted of selling or
possessing equipment used to inject intravenous drugs, and of prisoners in the state
correctional system. Currently there is no
mandatory testing in Maine.
*Establish contact tracing to track past
sexual partners of persons testing HIV
positive.
*Require health care workers who have
been diagnosed as having AIDS to notify
their employers i_n writing within three
days of returning to work after diagnosis.
*Require hospitals to notify Emergency
Medical Technicians, paramedics and
other ambulance personnel of "their exposure to AIDS when hospital personnel
have reason to know of a possible exposure."
*Require the Department of Human
Services to notify school officials of students who have tested HIV positive.
*Increase the number of people to
whotn results of an HIV test could be

released. Currentiy, only the person and
their primary health care provider are
entitled to that information under the
confidentiality provisions of state law. If
this bill passes, people with a right to
know would include the individual's
spouse, funeral directors or embalmers,
state agencies such as the Department of
Corrections and Bureau of Health and
Bureau Mental Retardation, the federal
Centers for Disease Control, agents and
employees of the primary health care
provider,. health facility staff committees
that perform program monitoring functions and any person who can obt~n a
court order.
*.Mandate AIDS-related education for
students in grades 6 through I 2 unless
parents object in writing.
*Require all donated blood, sperm and
bodily tissue to be tested for the HIV .
antibody. (This already is done in Maine.)
The state Advisory Committee on AIDS ·.
has voted not to support either Seavey's
or Gill's bills. The vote against Seavey's
was unanimous; against Gill's it was nearly
so.
At a work session March I 6, the Human
Resources Committee, which is handling
the bills, tabled Seavey's without dis- ·
·cussion. Revisions to Gill's bill were in the
works. (See related story.) The only bill ·
voted out of committee that day was a
measure to add_a representative of the
Maine Hemophiliac Association to the
,\IDS Advisory Committee. It was discharged with an ought-to-pass recommendation.
The remaining AIDS-related bills include a revision of the communicable
disease law an<:i a measure broadening the
number of people on a "health care team "
who are entitled to know a patient's HIV
status. The latter bill was opposed by
AIDS activists who attended this winter's
AIDS Summit.
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~I_______,LE11ERS________.I
Dear Our Paper;
As a longtime participating member of
the Women's Community Project I am concerned and saddened by the letter from Liz
Brauer and Denise Tuggle, printed in your
!ast issue: My concern is over the many
maccurac1es, misrepresentations and omissions contained in the letter ; my sadness
comes whenever women discredit and
devalue other women. When personal
issues are voiced publically instead of
directly confronting those one has issue
with, the whole community of women is
hurt and misled .
As someone who has attended every
meeting except two due to illness, for over
2 1h years, and recorded the minl'tes at
most of those meetings, r would like to present these facts :
l . WCP did dialogue with one group of
lesbian separatists for over a seven-monthperiod. Many changes in our structure, our
policies and our consciousness evolved
'from those productive and often difficult
meetings . We hold respect for and continue good and growing relatioinships with
women from that group . Neither Liz nor
Denise attended any meetings during that
seven-month period.
2. The WCP never proposed "folding"
as an organization. In July we discussed
reorganizing as a newspaper collective.
The proposal for using the building fund
to support the 'n ewsletter was only one of
many options suggested by the Coordinating Committee of the WCP as part of our
ongoing discussion on how best to use
funds generated.
3. At the July meeting the idea of placing the building fund monies in a trust fund
was raised. Although not asked to do so,
Denise and Liz chose to take that project
on, and made a great contribution by
gathering and presenting information on
on_e type of trust. Because no consensus
was reached on a trust at the January
meeting , we agreed_to continue discussing
its merits at our March meeting , a time set
by and convenient to Liz and I)enise . We
did not, however, respond to their ulti- ·
matum to " decide right now to have a trust
or we quit."
Several alternatives to a trust were raised
at the January meeting to promote brainstorming and stimulate creative/innovative
· thinking on how we could possibly secure
a "space" within the next several years
and gather increased interest on our money
at the same time. Finding safe and smart
ways to invest our building t\md is part of
our ongoing process .
.
4. Liz and Denise propos,ed that the
WCP philosophy be changed from "all
women" to "various" or "some"
women . We discussed and did not accept
this suggestion. The WCP has always been
open to and welcomes all women. To exclude various women from our building
would be totally contrary to our philosophy
and purpose. For the same reasons WCP
opposed their suggestion that a trust , if left
untouched for 5 years, should be given to
H.O .W .L. , an out-of-state group , or to
· Womland , a separatist group .
5 . New women do continui~ to contact
afid become involved with the WCP on a
regular basis . Attendance at monthly
meetings is not a requirement to be " involved " with the WCP and we appreciate
our many " unseen " _ supporters and
helpers . Last month five new women attended our meeting and committed to
various degrees of future involvement.
More than the factual inaccuracies the
tone and language of the letter is dist;ess~
ing to me .
I am saddened by the letter writers ' implication that women need " protection"
from the WCP . To compare us to the
Community Pregnancy Center , to label us
_betraying , abusive, haughty , pretentious,
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squandering, insensitive and destructive is
_extremely offensive to me and hurtful to
other women. To imply that the WCP is
not part of the women's community is
divisive. Any attempt to separate women
from women through derisive and demeaning accusations can only damage us all.
Most women in the community know that
- the WCP has worked very hard for over
two years for women providing contacts,
referrals , support, women's entertainment,
concerts, meeting space, a newsletter ,
social networking , coalition building with
other women's groups, education through
programming , outreach information
through tables set up in hospitals, at the
malls and at conferences, etc. , and through
continual fund raising activities for a
building for all women . I believe the
record stands for itself.
The WCP is a group where I and·others
receive caring and support and work to
find ways to support, care and love other
women . We invite all women to become
involved in whatever ways they can . We
listen carefully to all criticisms, ideals and
visions . That the WCP membership does
not come to consensus to support every in"dividual idea presented reflects no personal
disrespect, nor devaluing of others ' efforts
or beliefs. Our decisions must reflect a
commitment to our philosophy.
It is my hope that through organizations
like WCP , NOW, Feminist Spiritual Community, Rape Crisis Center , Maine
Women 's Lobby, etc. , that women will
continue to learn to love , value and support one another , arld to leave the: oppressive patriarchical model of self hating
and other-woman hating behind.
_
_ Sincerely ,
Joanne H . Clarey
Dear Denise and Liz:
In re~ponse to your letter, I realize your
frustration , now please realize mine ...
Mine , not necessarily that of Women's
Community Project (WCP). First of all
I'm truly sorry that you feel you've bee~
personally attacked. From what I've
observed at meetings , I feel you've been
fairly treated . When you suggested WCP
change the wording of the philosophy from
"women of all orientations" to "women
of various orientations" we listened . We
valued your input , and discussed it for
nearly 1V2 hours . We all concluded that the
words various alluded to being exclusive
of certain women/womyn. We reachetl
concensus against the proposal, not against
I
you.
,
- I am surprised and hurt that you refer
to WCP as a "closed" and "abusive"
group . I personally want any women/
womyn who are interested in this project
to feel free and welcome to join us . I have
never been abused or not listened to by any
member of WCP.
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I feel that you're allowing your personal differences to separate us . That's not why
I'm here at WCP. I really don't care if
some women/womyn hate men . As for me,
I've come too far in this lifetime to
discriminate against a being because it was
born with a penis. It doesn't seem too far
away from hating a being who happens to
born black to me! I want respect for all
w~men/womyn, men, children, plants,
ammals , MOTHER EARTH! How's that
f_g r id~ali~tic! ! ! I do not participate in any
organ1zat1on that promotes discrimination
on any level. I respect separatists and
refuse to judge them on their beliefs . I

believe we can all work together. We all
live to the best of our abilities! I'm sorry we are not always able to meet
your deadlines . Because I am trying to
represent all women/womyn, I do take
more time and energy and open my mind.
I attempt to represent women/womyn of
various forms and qualities, not just
myself. I'm sorry you are choosing not to
attend the meeting in March - the one we
specifically scheduled for you/with you. I
did not want to make this decision without
you . I see I have no choice now.
continued on page 5
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' Dear Our Paper,
continued from page 4

Your wisdom and, intensity will be
missed by me. I feel we have potential to
succeed if we can only focus ourselves. I
want a building where all women/womyn
can go; a safe place for us to be educated
and empowered.
Thank you ,
Gail Jones
Dear Our Paper:
As you may have heard, some CAGLR
members have initiated New Hampshire 's
First Gay Pride Day. The festivities will
be held on June 25 , 1988 at Pat' s Peak in
Henniker, N .H. The day will include sharing of arts a11d crafts, political viewpoints ,
entertainment, and sports . There will be
booths for arts and crafts and organizations , speakers, music and dance, volleyball , a bicycle tour , and numerous other
activities .
We, the Gay Pride Committee, wish to
welcome. invite. encourage , coerce you to
become involved in the planning of and
participation in the festivities. We welcome
co-sponsors, as well as individual contnbution. Some suggestions for involvement include (but are not limited to) co-sponsorship, recommending/contacting vendors
for booths, access to staging/lavatory/~ash
disposal equipment, first aid services,
making posters/signs, ticket selling, and
we need guides/information people.
There will also be a program/resource
guide which will be handed out to all who
attend. The guide will include information
about the people and events of the day , lists
of financial supporters of the day, as well
as advertisements by those who want the .
fantastic exposure which it has to offer.
The committee Jileets every Woonesday
evening at 7 p.m. at Jack Wagner's at 760
Page St. in Manchester (telephone (603)
669-0096) . Please feel free to contact Jack
Wagner or Flora Piterak ((617) 858-2253
- daytime), or just join us on Wednesdays!! (Meeting places may be different
during the month of April , so please call
Flora to check!) Hope to see you there!!!
N .H. Gay Pride Committee
Dear Our Paper:
I'm 27 years old Polish gay man, who
lives in Warsaw. I would like to correspond with gays from the USA. I'm interested theatre , opera, cinema , music,
tourism and I know English language.
Can you help me please find gay friends
in the USA printing my letter or advertisement and address in your newspaper? I will
be very glad. Thank you.
. Sincerely,
Marek Wyloga
Skrytka Poczt. 142
00-953 Warszawa 30
Poland

I.

Please excuse this handwritten scrawl.
I've just move<! here from California (the
pay is better and the cost of living is lower)
and my typewriter has not yet arrived.
I found an issue of Our Paper at
Bookland on Congress Street and want to
let you know how much I've enjoyed this
discovery. It helps me to feel a part of my
new community .
I would like to make one observation not criticism - concerning the issue. On
the back page there are two photos and a
mention of Blackstone's, Portland' s newest
gay bar. Nowhere do I read an address for
this place. Help!
In all the gay papers I have read in
California, a list of places and their addresses is included - sort of a gay guide
to the city. This would be most helpful to
visitors and new residents.
I can now sense your advertising editor
squirming, but this would be a mere direc- .
tory and riot free advertising.
Could you please consider this for future
issues as I feel it would be a plus for Our
Paper?
Also I've heard rumors that Portland has
a very anti-gay Vice Squad on the police
force which cracks down on cruising and
hustlers. Could you comment on this?
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Sincerely,
R
Dear Our Paper,
Your paper is wonderful. I always have
this wistful pang when I read it because I
feel left out. Sure, we're glad there' s a gay
community, and our nearest and dearest
are members of it. Just keep in mind that
we're. out there, too , and that we support
and love you and don't want to feel unwelcome in this part of your lives
because of whom we sleep with.
Janet Carper

Untitled
"Tis early spring time in Maine. The skies
becorrie wide-open again. bright blue; and
the clouds seem lighter compared to the
dark and ominous winter dark/ gray sky.
The birds that wintered over are beginning to sing cheery spring songs. Soon
other birds traveling back from their winter
_ vacation in the south will be appearing.
Always to great to see the first robin ,
I have often wondered if gay birds go
to Key West in the winter!
Eventually the daffodils, tulips, lilacs
will burst forth and provide us with beauty and splendor.
Ah, springtime - a time for renewal.
Peter L. Burgess

Co"ection
In the last issue of Our Paper, there were

a number of typesetting errors in Elze's article , "State AIDS Plan Draws Plaudits
and Fire," that were not caught by our
proofreader. We. apologize to our readers
and Elze. One error bears correcting.
Denise Mc Williams, the director of the
AIDS Law Project at the Boston-based Gay
and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders,
was quoted as saying, "I do see how you
can separate the intent to earn a living the
way prostitutes earn their living, how you
can chop that intent up and make part of
it criminal. " That sentence. of course.
should have read. "I do not see how you
can ...
Two photographs on the back page in
the March issue of Our Paper were not
credited to the proper photographers.
The photograph of Dorothy Scott at the
piano at the Underground was taken by
Peter Chandler. Connie Pelkey took the
photo of Vivian Wadas at the opening of
her art exhibit at Entre Nous. We apologize to Peter and Connie for not giving
credit where credit was due.

An Open Letter

To All Victims and Survivors of Incest and
Child Sexual Abuse
All of the above sexually transmitted
diseases or maladies of our reproductive ·
systems are-often not identified as resulting
It's happened twice that I know of, first
from the sexual abuse in our childhoods .
in Texas and then again on Long Island,
The medical and legal systems ignore the _
New York this past October. What I'm
physical evidence, they cover it up, they
referring to is AIDS. Transmitted by two
misdiagnose it and ultimately they deny its
adult males to dozens of young boys.
very existence. We must not allow this to
These men were sexually using , photohappen with AIDS. AIDS is and will congraphing, and raping young boys, and still
tinue to be spread in our community. Our
there has been no public acknowledgement
community, in my view, consists of all
that some AIDS vicitrns may also be in- sexually used and abused children. It con- .
cested or sexually used children.
sists of adults whQ were sexually abused in
We need to talk about AIDS and we _ childhood. It also consists of the future
must educate ourselves. For AIDS to be
· generations of sexually abused children.
sexually transmitted, virus-carying semen
Some of us now have AIDS and some of
must come into contact with the blood us have already died. Some of us may have
stream. Not everyone infected with the
contracted the disease as adults, through bevirus gets AIDS; some people will develop
ing in the sex industries, being needle adARC or AIDS Related Complex. It matdicted, having received bad blood transfuters not how the blood and semen come in
sions or through adult sexual activity. But
contact with one another. The HTLV virus
there are those of us of the future, the next
doesn't discriminate against children. this
generation of incested and sexually abused
virus is not only transmitted to children inchildren, who may run or walk away from
trauterine, or as a result of the mother givhome with AIDS.
ing birth and having been infected either
I'd like to start a dialogue about AIDS.
as a drug addicted needle user or unknowBasic facts need to be shared, but most imingly having the virus. AIDS is not just
portantly we must address our concerns,
transmitted to children with hemophilia
we must prepare ourselves and our comthrough infected blood transfusions. For
munity to be empathic . The reactions and
some children today their male parent or
the outrage and anger we may feel for ourauthority figure will give them AIDS.
selves and on behalf of our sisters, our
Many ofus survivors contract other sexbrothers, nieces and nephews , and for
ually transmitted diseases such as pelvic insome of our own children, must be openflamatory disease or PIO, herpes , syphillis
ly discussed . We must confront our fears
or gonorrhea. For years we have lived with
and our ignorance, for we must be prevaginal or yeast infections and with bladpared to help without prejudices. To supder and urinary trct infections. We've lived
port the transitional phases from victim to
with extremely painful and irregular mensurvivor for .future generations now instrual cycles, we've had miscarriages,
volves taking into consideration the deadabortions and even births. All of these
ly disease of AIDS . Therefore I'd like to
were transmitted to us by our fathers ,
encourage you to write to me about your
uncles , brothers, step-fathers , foster
concerns, your questions, your statements,
fathers or by camp counselors , ministers ,
your fears and your thoughts about AIDS
coaches etc . etc .. .Some of us live with
and the sexual abuse of children. I'd like
physical disabilities which will last us- a
to hear in what way you are touched by
lifetime, and others of us are sterile or imits existence and by the complexities it
potent as .a result of the sexual abuse we
presents to our community and to the sursurvived. It is time for us to ask how many
vival of other victims of child sexual abuse.
of us unknowingly may be carrying the
Please write to me at P.O. Box 894,
HTLV-III virus?
Carmel, N.Y. 10512.
by Valerie Heller
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Democrats · in District 28 (BuxtonWestbrook-Gorham) will be able to choose
between Laffin or Esty in the June 11
primary .

.Quarantine: 1,ajfin,
Not Necessary: Esty
by Rob Williams
Westbrook___: In an interview with the
Portland Evening Express, Tuffy Laffin
said that if elected to the state Senate he
will ·propose that homosexuals be
registered with the government and that
people with AIDS be quarantined.
"I think homosexuals. should be
registered so we can see who they are,"
Laffin said. "They're not in the closet
· anymore, they came out a long tir.,e ago .
They're causing this (AIDS), they're
spreading it."
When asked by Our Paper to react to
these statements, Donald Esty, Jr., running against Laffin for tht: Democratic
nomination, said, "Tuffy c1ertainly has a
right to his position, but the foremost
medical authorities have indicated that it
(quarantining) isn't necessary."
· Does Esty agree · that homosexuals
should be registered with the: government?
No, "it (Laffin's proposal) doesn't seem
to make any sense."
Esty has been on the Westbrook City
Council for nine years and now serv~s as
its president.
Laffin served in the Legislature froin
1975-80.

Conflict at
Mt. View High
by Rob Williams
Thorndike - A social conflict between
native students and those whose families
moved to Maine as part of the "back to
nature" movement in the early 1970s is
dividing Mount View High School.
Lifestyles and world views are at the
root of the conflict, which surfaced early
in February when the principal of Mount
View High School called two girls to task
for public display of affection, sparking
rumors of lesbianism.
Simmering tensions erupted into a namecalling feud and an abortive poster promotion for SAGG - Students Against Gay
Granolas - at the 550-student Mount
View High .
Teacher Steve Bennett plays down the
conflicts as "much ado about nothing."
But William Pagnano, superintendent of
the 4000-square-mile rural district , is taking no chances and ordered the Mount
View principal to assemble a task ~orce to
consider ways to get the two social groups
to accept each other's differences.

AIDS-Line 1-800-851-AIDS .
-

.

·\ Come join
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PAPA JOE'S'
·80 Water Street '
-Augusta, Maine
207-623-4041

NOW OPEN
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Hospital HIV ]~sting a Hot Issue
by Brenda Buchanan
A legisli;ttive attempt is being made to
prevent hospitals from including language covering HIV testing in their general pre-admission consent forms.
An amendment to a bill sponsored by
Sen. Barbara Gill of South Portland
would expressly prevent HIV: consent
from being obtained as part of a general
· consent form. The amendment was written by the Maine Civil Liberties Union. It
was motivated by what some state legislators view as violations of the state's
informed consent law by hospitals which
are obtaining consent upon admission to
test patients' blood for antibodies to the
HIV virus, which is thought to cause
AIDS. Such tests become necessary,
hospital industry officials have said, when
hospital wor;kers are accidentally exposed
to patients' bodily fluids.
State Rep. Charlene Rydell of Brunswick, the principal architect of the informed consent law, told Our Paper in
February she believes hospitals that had
incorporated HIV testing consent into
their general admission forms were violating the spirit, if not the letter, of the
law. (Our Paper reported in February
that all three Portland hospitals had
added HIV-related language to their
forms. There was an error in that story.
Maine Medical Center and Mercy Hospital have done so, but Osteopathic Hospital has not.)
There has been much talk in Augusta
about the consent form issue this winter.
Rydell met with a representative of the
Attorney General's office to urge legal
action. It was discovered at that time
drafters of the informed consent law
forgot to provide for the penalizing of
violators. Therefore; the Attorney General's office was unable to take action.
However, an amendment to the law, providing for penalties to be imposed on
those who test for HIV exposure without
written informed consent, has been submitted by the Bureau of Health. Informed
consent, as defined by the law, means
extensive one-on-one pre-test counseling,
according to Rydell.
Assistant.Attorney General Rick Bergeron told Our Paper he met with Maine
Hospital Association attorney William
Julavits after Rydell shared her concern
about abuses of the law. He said Julavits.
assured him hospitals using the contro-·
versial consent forms are asking patients.
for writte.n consent a second time when
accidental exposures actually do occur,.
and counseling them appropriately at
that time.
"We have reason to believe that may
not be taking place in all cases, however,"'
Bergeron said. He said once the penalty
provisions are added to the informed
consent law, the Attorney General's
office will move to stop what it sees as
violations.

In a telephone interview, Julavits said
he believes hospitals are seeking a second
written consent when accidental needle .
sticks occur. "That's my understanding,"
he said.
Julavits said he did not know how
many hospitals had built HIV-testing
language into their general pre-admission
consent forms. He said the association
had not advised its members on that issue.
"We don't provide legal advice," he
said. "We don't in any way advise them to
do or not to do anything."
Julavits said he didn't know why some
Maine hospitals had gone to the trouble
of amending their pre-admission consent
forms to include a provision for HIV testing if, in fact, they were se~king written
consent from patients involved in accidental exposures after those exposures
actually occurred.
At least two individuals plan to sue one
of the state's hospitals in connection with
the admission-form HIV test consent requirement. Mary Bonauto of the Portland law firm Mittel and Hefferan confirmed that she will be filing the separate
cases soon on behalf of two individuals.
She said she could not release information about the cases until they are filed.
The MCLU-drafted amendment to
Gill's bill grew out of a work session discussion about possible abuses of the
informed consent law. The bill itself concerns hospitals' right to test patients for
HIV exposure when hospital workers are
accidentally exposed to their blood or
other bodil¥ fluids through "needle stick"
or other accidents. The two issues are
related. AIDS activists have speculated
that hospitals incorporated the HIV testing consent language in their pre-admission forms so they would have a consent
up front and wouldn't have to approach
patients specifically for HIV test consent
after accidental exposure.
,,.,

Collection
Our Paper erroneously reported in
February that all three Portland hospitals had incorporated into their general
pre-admission consent forms language
covering HIV antibody testing in the
event of health care workers' accidental
exposure to patients' bodily fluids. Maine
Medical Center and Mercy Hospital have
added such provisions, but Osteopathic
Hospital of Maine has not done so.
Osteopathic spokesperson Joe Shields
said the hospital believes "the spirit and
the letter of the law says that consent (for
HIV testing) should be a separate matter."
He said extensive pre-test counseling will
be given to any person the hospital would
ask to be tested due to, an accidental
exposure. "HIV testing is a separate issue
as to consent, as far as OHM is concerned," Shields said.
Our Paper regrets the error.

Global Gayzett~

Teachers Harassed
Two Glencoe , Illinois school teachers
were harassed by a mail campaign in January . Several hundred copies of _a letter
claiming that the teachers would infect
children "with the disease o1f false moral
values'' or ' 'fondle or seduce' ' the children
were mailed to area residents on January 7.
The Glencoe Police Department is investigating who wrote. the leUers, signed
with the pseudonym " Millie Stevens. " No
Jaws appear to have been broken, although
the letter appears to be slanderous, and the
teachers , who are women , could file a civil
sqit against the Jetter writer. The search has
been narrowed down to two suspects.
After the residents Qegan receiving the
letters, William Conlon , the president of
the Glencoe Board of Education, sent letters to the residents. He wrote that the
board " deeply regrets this attack: on two
fine teachers" and that they "had
demonstrated an extraordinary personal
and professional commitment to our
district and its students ."
School superintendent Charles Young
said that he does not know if the women
are lesbians , but that he would make sure
that the support they receive would be no
diff~rent whether they are lesbians or not.
Both women have taught for more than 15
years.
'

'

ROTC Charged
With Discrimination

Because the Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) program at the University
of Wisconsin at Madison discriminates
against gay students, the faculty senate
urged the University to renegotiate the contract with ROTC to prohibit such discrimination. Students who want to join a ROTC
program are asked about their sexual
orientation. The Army ROTC asks if the
applicant has ever " engaged in, desired or
intended to engage in bodily contact with
a person of the same sex for the purpose
of sexual gratification. " The Air Force
ROTC application asks applicants if they
are homosexual or bisexual and whether
they " intend to engage in homosexual
acts."
Students who indicate that they are
homosexual may take ROTC classes but
are not allowed to wear the uniform, march
or receive military scholarships. They cannot enter the military.
In 1985 , the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee voted to expel the ROTC program because of discriminatory practices.
The decision was overturned when the entire faculty voted on it; however, the
Wisconsin Board of Regents passed ·a
resolution asking the Federal government
to revise its policies preventing gays from
entering ROTC programs.
In Minnesota, the issue has been raised
at the University of Minnesolta at Minneapolis . An official complaint has been
registered with the University ':s Office of
Equal Opportunity against the ROTC program.

Denmark May Legalize
Gay Marriages
' Denmark is about to become· the first
country in the world to grant gays the legal
status of married couples. In January, a bill
introduced to parliament providi~s that gay

couples who register as "partners" w111
automatically gain the same rights to inheritance and tax deductions , the same access to social services, and some obligations to pay alimony as a husband and
wife.
In an attempt to silence criticism, the
bill 's sponsors included a provision which
precluded gays from adopting children.
The measure was supported by a majority
of the members in the 179-seat folketing.
It will probably become law beginning July
l.

Court Rejects Georgetown U.
Case
Georgetown University lost its bid to the
U.S. Supreme Court to delay enforcement
of a court order that requires the Roman
Catholic school to Jet gay rights groups
meet on campus : A District Court of Appeals ruled on ·Nov . 20 that a Jaw prohibiting discrimination against gay people
takes precedence over a religious institution ' s claimed constitutional right to freely exercise its religious beliefs.

· Stroh's Beer Boycott Averted
In a January 26 Wall Street Journal article, Michael Lesser , an advertising executive with responsibilities for the Stroh's .
Beer accounts, made the comment, "I'm
surprised beer companies would tftink
seriously of advertising in the gay media .
Beer imagery is so delicate that getting
associated with homosexuals could be
detrimental. ''
The comments were made in response
to a Journal reporter's mention ·that
Anheuser-Busch advertises heavily in the
gay press .
Stroh' s responded within two weeks by
denouncing Lesser's comments in a letter
to the Wall Street Journal and in paid
advertising in Chicago's Gay Press. "We
have communicated our displeasure to Mr .
Lesser and have admonished him that any
further.incidents by him or other members
of the Lowe Marschalk Agency which
denigrate the Gay and lesbian community ... will have serious adverse effects on the
relationship between ouf companies. We
will continue to adhere to (our) strict policy
of non-discrimination for any reason, including . .. sexual preference."

GLAAD Meets With
Time Magazine
Editors at Time Magazine, besieged for
months by letters and calls complaining
about their failure to cover last October's
March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay
Rights , have met with representatives of
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation , Inc. (GLAAD) to discuss
ways of improving Time's coverage of gay
and lesbian issues . After the meeting, Time
had one of its correspondents write an article on anti-gay and lesbian violence (not
yet published) and printed a positive account of the recent appellate court decision
that invalidated the Army's blanket exclusion of homosexuals.
Time's failure to cover the October 11
March precipitated a tide of protest from
around the country , including canceled
subscriptions and a boycott threat , all of
which finally convinced the editors at the
nation' s largest circulation news magazine
to agree to meet with GLAAD, an organi-

zation which responds to homophobia in
the media. The January 18 meeting was
held with managing editor Henry Muller,
chief of correspondents John F. Stacks,
and Jack E. White, deputy chief of correspondents. Muller admitted to GLAAD
that it was "probably a mistake" not to
...c.Qyer the March, which had brought over
500,000 gay men and lesbians to
Washington .
So far, no word has been given as to if
GLAAD plans to meet with Newsweek ·
editors. Newsweek also failed to cover the
· March.
(Cry Out! a newly formed media watch
and boycott action group is sponsoring a
boycott of Time and Newsweek. For more
information contact Cry Out!, P.O. Box
71096, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.)

Gay Republicans Organize
A new group for Lesbians and Gay Men
who consider themselves Republicans will
be organized. Republicans for Individual
Freedoms will serve the Northeast by lobbying elected officials to support gay issues
and will serve,as a vehicle for communication.
According to spokesperson Barry
Adams, "In order to be successful, the gay
rights movement must involve both major
political parties. All too often, gay voters
have written off the Republican party and
the Republican party has. written off the
gay voter. The GOP must be educated on
gay issues as were the Democrats in the
1960s and 1970s."
Republicans for Individual Freedoms is
one of a growing number of groups for gay
and lesbian Republicans. Other groups
exist in Baltimore, Dallas, Denver,
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle.
A newsletter will be published for·
members and receptions are planned. The
privacy of members will be respected and
the mailing list will be kept confidential.
(Interested persons should write to
Republicans for Individual Freedoms,
P.O. Box 172, Gedney Station, White
Plains, New Yor~ 10605.)

Female Marines Harassed
The U.S. Marine Corps charged two
female Marines with committing "indecent
sex acts with other women'' at a training
camp for women recruits . At least eight
other women are under investigation in
what is being called the military' s latest
anti-gay witchhunt.
Several military observers accused the
Pentagon of instigating an anti-gay
crackdown across the country in response
to an appeals court decision in California.
In that case, the court ruled that Sgt. Perry
Watkins was unconstitutionally denied
security clearance because of his self-stated
homosexuality.
Parris Island, South Carolina, where
·recruits spend 11 weeks in an introductory
program, is the only all-feinale training
camp in the country. Of200,000 Marines
in this country , only about 10,000 are
women. Last year, 68 Marines were
discharged for being gay.
Jim Klinasky of the National Lawyers
Guild pointed out that the prosecution of
women at Parris Island is typical of the
way the Marines treat women . Women are
three times more likely to be courtmartialed for alleged homosexuality than
men. Klinasky said male officers in the
Marines "hate women. Women that refuse
to have sex with officers are automatically labeled.dykes. Then they get rid of you.
It is that simple."
Kathlee!} Gilberd of the National
Lawyer' s Guild Military Law Task Force
said the military has increasingly "come
down hard" on women doing traditionally "male" work, such as heavy maintenance on a battleship. She said secretaries,
are more likely to _be left alone 'by in-

vestigators. One of the accused women
was quoted as saying, ''The qualities and
traits that we demand (in ourselves) and
are supposed to be training our recruits for
are the same traits that they're saying make
us look homosexual."

Sources: Gay Community News,
Philadelphia Gay News, Gaze, The Washington Blade.
Compiled by K.M.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
lil
For an oral .history of the Stonewall
riots, I am seeking participants, witnesses,
police officers, Stonewall Inn employees,
journalists, public officials and other interested and involved people who were
present at the riots in June 1969. I am also
interested in interviewing people who were
not at the riots but whose lives were directly or dramatically affect¢ by them. Finally, I am trying to locate photographs,
fliers , clippings, letters, diary entries and
any other documentary material on or
generated by the Stonewall riots. The book
is planned for release in June 1989 to help
celebrate the 20th anniversary of the riots.
The authors' proceeds from the book will
be used to create a fund for. gay archives
and historical work. Please contact
Michael Scherker, 135 Amersfort Place,
#6A , Brooklyn, NY 11210/718-4346814.

l!1
A conference entitled ''The Basket and
the Bow: A Gathering for American Indian
Gays and Lesbians" is scheduled for June
18-19 in Minneapolis. The target audience
for this gathering is American Indian Gays
and Lesbians, their partners, Gay and Lesbian service providers, and American Indian service providers. For more information call Lee Staples at 612-870-4848 or
write P.O. Box 10229, Minneapolis, MN
55458.

lil
The Ninth Annual World Conference for
the Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition International will be held June 3-5 ai the
Radison Airport Hotel, Columbus, OH .
Workshops and panel discussions will
focus on gay and lesbian parenting. For
more information contact Ric Halderman
at 614-291-3234.

Ii)
The New England Chapter of Sev.enthday Adventist Kinship will host a retreat
for Regions I and II on Saturday and Sunday , April 9 and 10 in Provincetown, MA.
SDA Kinship, an all-volunteer, nonprofit ·organization is a support group of
lesbian and gay Seventh-day Adventists.
Although not affiliated with the Seventhday Adventist Church, SDA Kinship is
currently being sued by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church for using the name
"Seventh-day Adventist."
For further information on the retreat or
to register, contact David at617-364-6399.

lil
As the expanded 4 ,000 panel AIDS
Memorial Quilt begins its national tour
Pocket Books has announced the Ma;
release of The Quilt: Stories From The
NAMES Project. The profits from the sale
of the $22.95 hardcover will go to The
N:AMES Project. The book is written by
Cmdy Ruskin with photographs by Matt
Herron.
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!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!~continuing the Dialogue on Lesbian Batteri1ng
we have learned from heterosexual battered women has little to do with Lesbians
would be foolish and naive. Very similar
argum~nts have arisen in the Black. Latina
We read Sadhbh Neillan's article.
and Asian communities . When battered
"Violence Between Lesbians: A Different
women of color have tried to address their
Analysis" in the February issue of Our
concerns within their own eth.nic comPaper with mixed feelings. We were glad
munities, they have met with the same
to see that our article on "Lesbian battering
silen~e. denial and fear that battered Les(Ou; Paper, January 1988) had solicited
bians confront in the Lesbian community.
· such a thought-provoking response . Neilan
Just as men of color have argued that they
asked many difficult questions, and
· are victims of racism themselves, the.comchallenged us all to sharpen our analysis
mon oppression of all Lesbians is often usof the problem of violence in Lesbian relaed to minimize the victimization of one lestionships . Though we disagree on many
bian by another . And the fear of reinforcpoints , it is clear that the: issue is not
ing racist or homophobic stereoty~s is _ussimplistic or clear-cut. Rather than re~pond
ed in similar ways to justify the s1lencmg
directly to each point Neil.an made, we
of battered women of color and battered
have chosen to clarify some of our 01 iginal
Lesbians ; it is said that. it is too dangerous
statements and to address some of the
to bring the issue up because it will be usbroader issues and concerns raised byed against us.
Neilan and others . ;J'his is the collective
We need to look at the issue of power
response of a group of Lesbiians who have
in Lesbian relationships. It is true that Les- .
been involved in both the battered
bian relationships are not socially sancwomen' s movement and the Lesbian comtioned ; there are fewer automatic, socialmunity . We hope that we will hear more
ly pre-determined inequalities than in
about the problem from a variety of
heterosexual relationships. But to assume
perspectives.
that both partners are automatically equal
The model developed by the battered
is also incorrect. The power dynamics are
women' s movement to describe an abusive
less blatant on Lesbian couples, and many
relationship shows how one person uses a
Lesbians work actively on evening them
whole pattern ofbehaviors to exert power
out, but there can be inequalities. There
and control over the other . These
can be large disparities in physical size,
behaviors can include blatant physical
strength, and ability . (Though it is imporviolence , as well as more subtle forms of
tant to note that this is not necessarily a
·verbal, emotional, and psychological inprerequisite for abuse to occur in any relatimidation and manipulation . While some
tionship.) Though economic differences
of these behaviors in isolation may not be
are usually not as sharp between ferr-<1le
characterized as abusive , when they are
partners (because women make much less
taken in the ·overall ·context of repeated
money than men) , they can often be
misuse of power and control, we define the
significant. · Differences in race. educabehavior as abusive . When we talk about
tional background . responsibility for
battering, we accept that there can be a
dependents (kids , parents, etc.), emotio~al
whole continuum of experiences, varying
dependence , mobility . and many other cirin intensity and severity. But we generalcumstances can all lead to one partner be- .
ly accept that abuse is abuse. We also do
ing more powerful and/or one par_tner ~enot accept the notion of " mutual abuse or
ing more dependent upon the relat10nsh1p .
battering ." That is, we are not talking
While this itself is often not a major proabout two equal individuals fighting.
blem, it can set the stage for one partner
physically or verbally . Though this may
to use abusive behavior to maintain conoccur in both heterosexual and Lesbian
trol in the relationship .
relationships·, it does not necessarily conThe feminist model of battering also
stitute abuse . It is the power dynamic that
describes how men are socialized to be
determines abuse . However. we also · - violent and aggressive and how women are
recognize that in an abusive relationship.
taught to be passive and nurturing . This
it is not always the victim only who gets
could lead to the conclusion that women
hurt . Women sometimes fight back in selfare rarely or never violent, so a Lesbian
defense ; when a battered woman hurts or
could never batter her lover. But we must
kills her abuser , we still recognize that she
recognize that we as women do learn viowas the victim in the relationship .
lent and aggressive behaviors. Oppressed
This model also describes the social congroups tend to follow the modeling of the
text within which battering occurs. That is.
oppressor; we internalize the misog).'.!listic
physical and emotional abuse are socially
ideals of patriarchy . The fact is that even
sanctioned means for men .to assert their
though we are lesbians . we all grew up
dominance over women . Therefore, many
learning unhealthy power dynamics from
Lesbians question whetheir the model
this sexist. heterosexist society . and despite
developed to descri_be battering in
our best intentions. we can often play out
heterosexual relationships can really be apthose dynamics in our Lesbian
plied to Lesbians. After all, Lesbians as
relationships .
a group are oppressed . Thenc: is no socialAnother common argument is that violy sanctioned dominance of one Lesbian
lence in Lesbian relationships just isn't that
over another, and the power differential
common; that in fact it is very. rare, It ,is
that exists between a woman and a man in
true that we really don ' t know how coma relationship or marriage is not present
mon it is. and it i~ possible that the social
for Lesbians . Though it is true that we need
. factors previously mentioned could act to
to address the ways in which sexism and
make it a much· less frequent occurrence .
h"omopho~ia impact on both our analysis
than in heterosexual society . However. we
of battering in Lesbian relationships a,nd
must be careful not to assume that silence
how we respond to it, to assume that what
around the issue means that abuse is not

by Merril Cousin
for the Lesbian Batterin~: Task Force
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situations. This mean more than providing
physical safety . It means creating the
psychological and emotional safety for battered Lesbians to begin to talk about their
experiences. to share their stories with
each other and with those of us who do not
share the experience of having been abused. To do this. when we debate the difficult
questions, we must ~e careful not to set a
tone that denies the existence of battering
in Lesbian relationships. that minimizes the
problem. or that invalidates the experiences of battered Lesbians . We must.
strive to set a tone that gives permission
for all battered women to tell their stories.
And we must be willing to listen.

The Lesbian Battering Task Force is a
ivoup of Lesbians concerned w_ith _bringing up the issue of lesbianhattenng m bo~h
the Lesbian community and the domestic
violence in Maine. For more info call Nancy, 623-3738, Martha, 772-4741, or Mary
Lou, 326-4835.
.
There will be a national gathering for
battered Lesbians on June 5 & 6, 1988 in
Little Rock, Arkansas. The NCADV Conference in July , 1988 in Seattle will a~so
provide numerous workshops on Lesbian
battering.

by Ana R. Kissed .
As a dyke who has been battered by my
lover, I found Sadhbh's article on lesbian
battering offensive. I felt that she was trying to minimize the devastating effects and
prevalence of lesbian battering. The tone
of the article was so intimidating to me that
it has taken me over a month to respond
to it. I was waiting for someone else to do
it for me. Didn't work, though, so now I
have to do it.
I don't know what the accepted statistics
are for the incidence of lesbian batteriµg;
or if statistics have been collected, how and
by whom, for what purpose, and what
were the inherent biases. I can recall ,
however, being with two other dykes sitting around the kitchen table, talking and
hanging out, when I realized that we had
all been battered by other dykes. Two of
'us .had been battered by our lovers and one
dyke had been battered by her housemate .
In another situation, sitting around a different
kitchen .table in Burlington. VT the same
month with five different dykes, I realized
that five out of the six of us had been battered by other lesbians. Since we are all
identified· as radical dykes , politically active and aware , at least four of us
separatists, we were used to confronting
oppression . So in that random sample one
out of eight dykes were not battered .
That seems like an epidemic to me. That
is a lot of abuse. As I write this, I
remember more and more dykes I know
who have been abused by or abusive to
other dykes . What I have generally found
in talking with othef dykes about lesbian
battering is that being abused by a woman
isn't very different from being abused by

continued on page 9
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their experiences that they have become
widely accepted as significant social problems. Continued social denial and victim
blaming keep these issues under-reported
still . Given the even greater obstacles Lesbians face. including lack of acknowledgement of the problem in the Lesbian community and homophobia in larger society . .
we can assume that Lesbian battering is
also very underreported . We do know that
abuse does happen in Lesbian relationships . and that it happens more frequently
than most of us want to believe. We have
the testimon/ of enough survivors to tell
us that. Exactly how common it is we
won't know until we start talking about the
problem openly. giving survivors a chance
to tell their stories in an atmosphere of
understanding.
The feminist movement has always been
· about women talking about our experiences of oppression, identifying our
commonalities and differences. and
developing theories to put our experiences
into a social and political context. Del Martin . a pioneer in both the battered women ' s
movement and the Lesbian community . did
not develop her groundbreaking theory of
the social context of wife beating in isolation; she first listened to the personal
testimonies of hundreds of women who
had been abused by their male partners. (In
fact. Del Martin ·has also been taking a
leadership role in addressing Lesbian battering. In a workshop in 1986. she noted
the similarities between Lesbian and male
batterers. She posits that this do·e s not.
threaten our theory of battering as a form
of male social control over women. but
rather shows how much we can all internalize homophobia and patriarchal
conditioning .)
We as a community need to continue the
dialogue about Lesbian battering . We need
to clarify our terms and sharpen our
theories . But we cannot begin to do this
until we listen to the stories of battered
Lesbians. This is not to say that anything
a survivor of abuse says must be taken as
the absolute last word on the issue , But we
do need to recognize that it is survivor~·
who are the experts on what they have experienced, and we can all learn from them.
We must also deal with how we as a
community will respond to the i·ssue of
Lesbian battering . Many battered Lesbians
talk of the pain of finding little support
from other Lesbians when they tried to free
themselves from their abusive partners .
Some found that the violence was viewed
as a personal problem. and that there was
more support for the batterer to change
than there was for their own safety . Some
were themselves condemned for calling the
police . for taking their partners to court.
-or appealing to battered women's shelters.
for bringing the problem into the
"'straight" institutions . There are no easy
answers. Few ofus want to be in the position of having to judge or " punish"
another Lesbian. But we can start to create
safe space and support for battered Lesbians to free themselves from abusive
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happening in Lesbian relationships . Rape,
battering, and incest_were assume9 to b~
infrequent aberrations 20 ye~rs_ago; it
wasn't until feminists started brmgmg these
issues out and survivors began reporting
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Seventh-day Adventist Kinship
International, Inc.
P.O. Box 3840, Los Angeles, CA 90078-3840
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Healthy Curiosity
by R.J. Bass
Q: I'm really concerned about AIDS arid
safer sex. I heard somewhere SIM can be
safe sex but I thought SIM was very
dangerous. Can you-explain this?

A: First of all, it's important to define
our terms. '' Safe sex' ' refers to sexual activities where there's absolutely no risk that
sex partners are exposed to each others'
blood semen, or vaginal fluid . Some examples of safe sex are masturbation and
mutual masturbation (jacking of1), penetra- tion with a dildo , phone sex, or role
playing.
"Safer sex" refers to sexual activities
where there is a low risk that partners may
be exposed to each others' blood, semen,
or vaginal fluid . The most common examples of safer sex are using a condom
during intercourse (fucking) , or oral sex
(giving head , blow jobs, dmm1ng) with a
condom (rubber) or barrier (dental dam ,
saran wrap , etc.) on the penis , vulva , or
anus.
SIM is a little harder to define since the
term means different .things to different
people. It is usually some kind of ritualiz. ed sexual activity.
The activity may in olve a fetish
(leather, for example) , physical restraint,
giving or receiving pain that both partners
find pleasurable, fantasizing , or roleplaying a dominant-submissive relationship. For some people, SIM can ipvolve
whipping or beating; for others, it might
mean tickling , and for others, it might be
verbal role-playing over the telephone.
With all of this in mind , let's take a
quick look at the safety of SIM. It' s important to be cautious about alcohol and
drug use. An otherwise safe scene can be
imperiled if either person is drunk or too
high. Ajcohol and drugs can impair a person's ability to make good judgments about
personal safety, allowing an individual to
take risks that normally s/he would not
take . Alcohol and some drugs can reduce
the ability to feel pain ; when this occurs.
a person can really get hurt and not realize
it. Also, alcohol and some drugs reduce
blood flow or cause drowsiness and depressed breathing . When this happens , a
person who is tied up can lose circulation,
or choke, or suffocate.
Some type of restraint, or ' ' bondage,''
is often associated with SIM. Common
sense will tell you not to tie anything too
tight, because it will cause loss of circulation , bruising, · or even cutting the skin.
Certain materials can cut into the skin, and
some knots can slip and become tighter,
so it's advised to use materials and devices

which avoid any damage or excessive
tightness. This would apply to wrist or
ankle cuffs, ropes, chains, collars, straps,
cock rings , etc. It is also dangerous to tie
a person in certain positions that may
restrict breathing. If gags are used, close
attention must be paid to make sure the
person who.is gagged doesn't choke.
. SIM may involve clothespins, alligator
clips, or other adjustable'or non-adjustable
clamps which are applied to the nipples,
vulva (female sex organs), earlobes,
scrotum (balls), or other sensitive areas of
the body. Clamps which are .left on too
long will cut off blood flow , and some
clamps can cause bruising or broken skin
if they are too tight or do not have padded
parts.
The most common image associated
with SIM is whipping or spanking. Some
whips and paddles are very dangerous
because they cause bruising, welts , or
broken skin. The person who is applying
the beating should take care in order to
avoid an injury or bleeding. Spanking with
the hand is usually pretty safe, unless it is
a particularly brutal spanking. Certain
body tissues , like the breasts or abdomen ,
are susceptible to damage and shouldn't be
struck at all.
Sometimes, tattoing;· body or genital
shaving; ear, nipple or genital piercing; or
skin cutting are part of an SIM scene .
Anytime sharp instruments are used to
pierce, cut, shave or break the skin, the
sex partners must observe the same rules
that health care workers follow when
handling needles , scalpels, etc. These instruments must be sterilized or disposable,
and should never be shared or reused
without . thorough sterilization between
each use. Exposure to blood must be
avoided; of course, excessive bleeding or
infection must be prevented as well.
Some people like to play with fire. Burning the skin with matches or cigarettes is
an absolute no-no, but melted candle wax
on the skin can be safe if the wax is not
perfumed , colored , or beeswax . A
plumber' s candle, found in most hardware
stores, is recommended.
Vibrators, dildoes , and anal or vaginal ·
plugs are used both within and without
SIM . These devices shouldn't be shared or
reused unless they are totally cleaned between each use. Plugs or dildoes which
have wires in them or surfaces that aren't
smooth can cause damage to the tissue of
the vagina or r ctum, so be JI smart shopper when buying these " toys." Vibrators
must be electrically safe; the manufacturer's instructions should be followed
when using or cleaning a vibrator. People
may insert other objects anally or vaginally
- candles, cucumbers, etc. Whatever is
used should be clean, and should be shaped
in such a way that it won't get " lost" in-
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side the rectum. Any object which might
Women" and "On Our Backs."
break should be avoided, for example, a
glass bottle.
If you have a healthy curiosity about gay
Fisting, also called fistfucking, is ·
arJd lesbian health, sexua(ity, or mental
health, send yqur question 'to Healthy
sometimes, but not necessarily, part of an
Curiosity, clo Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744,
SIM scene. Fisting is the insertion of the
hand or forearm into a person's rectum or
Portland, Maine, 04104. Names and locations won't be printed.
vagina. There's considerable debate as to
whether or not anal/rectal fisting is safe at
all; it is important to remember that the - rectum and lower intestines are fragile and
irregular in shape and can be easily damage~ by fisting or rough fucking. Before
continued from page 8
putting your fingers or hand into someone's vagina or rectum, wash your hands
a man. Violence is violence no matter who ·.
first and make sure your fingernails are
the perpetrator is. It hurts, it is threatenshort and smooth. Since it's possible to
ing', it is scary and it destroys trust. As a
have tiny breaks in the skin on the hands,
of fact, I felt more betrayed when
matter
especially around the fingernails and .
attacked
by a.dyke I loved and trusted than
cuticles, it's recommended that a rubber
I have felt when a man attacked me.
glove be worn for fisting. A liberal amount
I know more dykes that have been batof a good, water-based lubricant should
tered
than haven't. Dykes have got to start
also be used to avoid damage to the tissue
acknowledging
that this abuse is going on. ·
of the vagina or rectum and to avoid
Dykes we know and love are abusing
discomfort or damage to the sphincter'
other dykes we know and love and we have
muscles around the vagina and anus ..
got to break our silence ab<;>ut lesbian batAnother controversial practice that is
tering. Suggesting that we call it something
sometimes associated with SIM is rectal
else
is like calling wife beating "spousal
douching , or enemas. Enemas can strip
abuse."
It denies what is really going on,
protective bacteria fipm the intestines; cerwhich is lesbians battering other lesbians.
tain fluids used for enemas can irritate the
As long as the lesbian community is in
bowels or even poison the persori. Enema
denial
about this, it is not safe for lesbians
and douche equipment should be complete·
who
have
been battered to start talking .
Iy cleaned between each use and never
about
it.
shared.
In reading Sadhbh's article, I understood
SIM is like all sexual practices; partner
her
to be saying that the inequalities becommunication and cooperation are necestween lesbians were so negligible that they
sary to insure pleasure and safety. A lot
didn't need to be considered in thinking
of SIM-related activities are completely
about
lesbian battering. I think that analysis
" safe" in the sense that AIDS and other
is way off. There are power imbalances all
sexually transmitted diseases will not be
over the place between dykes. Race, class,
transmitted. For example, a person who is
money, education, jobs, looks, etc.
tied up, blindfolded and fucked with a
Instead of trying to determine if lesbian
never-shared dildo is not at risk for disease
battering
really exists or not, I would like
or infection, but it is through partner comto
see
lesbians
working to stop it. The first
munication and trust that an injury or acstep
in
doing
that
is to start talking about
cident is avoided.
it
and
to
stop
denying
and trivializing lesNo matter what kind of sex people enbian
battering.
Until
this
happens it is not
gage in , they are' advised to be aware of
safe
for
lesbians
who
are
being
battered to
any medical problems which may be risky
tell
their
stories.
Our
silence
ai a comand to fully establish the limits of their acmunity
protects
the
batterers
a~d
leaves
tivities and ways · to communicate their ·
dykes
who
are
being
battered
without
supdiscomfort or displeasure. Safe sex and
port in the community.
safer sex recommendations can be observed for SIM , as with other pleasures.
For more details on the safety of SIM,
the following publications will be helpful:
Sapphistry, The Book Of Lesbian Sexuality, by Pat Califia; The Advocate Guide To
Gay Health, by R.D. Fenwick; Anal
The Portland Rape Crisis Center is lookHea{th And Pleasure, by Jack Morin;
ing for women and men in Cumberland
Coming To Power-Writings And Graphics
and York Counties interested in becoming
On Lesbian SIM, by SAMOIS ; The
volunteer hotline advocates. Training proLeatherman 's Handbook, by Larry Towngrams will be held in Portland Tuesday and
send; and the following magazines - for
Thursday evenings starting May 3 and rungay men, "Drummer" and "Dungeon
ning for five weeks. For more information
call 774-3613.
Master,'' for lesbians ' ' Outrageous
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Katherine Lyon, L.C.S.W.
Teresa K. Fortier, A.C.S.W., L.C.S.W.
211 Water St., Gardiner
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582-5713
Personal, Family and Relationship Counseling
with sensitivity to the stresses and concerns of
being gay and lesbian in a straight world. 1

Stained Class

Main St.

Searsport, Maine 04974.

(Law Offices located behind Jaret & Cohn)

548-6689

548-2929

Malcolm M. Mail loux

CHILTERN

MOUNTAlf\.l CLUB

An outdoor recreational club sponsored by
New England are-a lesbians and gay men .
For furt her_inf~ matio"t, please wme:

P.O. Box 407- 0 Boston, MA 02117
Call 617-899-1606 or 617-262-8772
ALI rtpli,i ar< co·nfukntial.
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PHOENIX STUDIO, INC.

215 Con ress Street · Port land. Mai ne 0 410 1 · 774-4154

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gift s of En'-uiro nmen tal Consciou sness
7Exchange.SL, Portland, ME 0411 2 (207) 775- 1281
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.._________________ INTERVIEW___________________.
The Black Lesbian Writing Experience
Barbara Smith Discusses Her Life

by Sadhbh Neilan
Barbara Smith is a Black, lesbian .
feminist, activist. writer. publisher and
educator. She currently runs Kitchen
Table: Women of Color Press , in Albany.
New York. The keynote speaker at the annual MLGPA Awards Dinner. last Feb. 6.
she agreed to being interviewed for Our
Paper the following morning .
The The New York Times (NYT) letter
referred to below appeared in the 1he Book
Review of Sunday, January 24. '88 . There
Black writers eloquently protested the fact
that Toni Morrison. despite her manifest
genius. has not been awarded any major
prize by the U .S. literary establishment.
The letter was signed by at least thirty prominent Black writers . Mi:ssing were the
signatures of out lesbians and gay men of
color. most notably Audre Lorde and Barbara Smith. They had not been asked to
participate in this protest.
Smith: The man who was living with
AIDS . Cameron Duncan (who. I thought.
of all the talks. his was just the most
stellar). he said that what ·it comes down
to is that what discrimination or oppress
sion is about is denying somebody the right
to share their gifts. That' s why that letter
to the NYT hurt s9 badly. Because of the
fact that there is no recognition at all that
a person because they are out. and a Black
lesbian writer. has anything to contribute
to the whole pantheon of Black literature.
And I have devoted my life to Black literature . I mean. truly.
We have to talk about homophobia in
relation to the writing careers of lesbians
of color. and gay men of color too. We
·cannot underestimate what a toll it takes
when a writer. who is a writer of color.
is out. because what it means is that you
don't get the perks. you don't get the
recognition. you don 't even get invited to
the conferences to speak.
The Second National lBlack Writers
Conference is happening in March. in
Medgar Evers College in Brooklyn . Do
you know how I found out about it? Was
itbecause I got a notice via Kitchen Table
announcing that this conference was happening? Is it because I got a letter inviting
me to attend as a member of the general
public? Is it because I got a letter inviting
me to speak? None of the above. I was
reading a straight Black woman 's vita and
that's how I found out about it. And the
thing is. no one I know has been invited.
Cheryl Clarke has not been invited.
Jewelle Gomez has not been invited. Joe
Beam has not been invited . Michelle
Parkerson has not been invited. We could
just go down the list of all the people who
have not been invited to this conference .
The biggest Black women's conference
that ever happened in this country was at
Michigan State University . in the fall of
1985 . It was called Black Women Writers
and the Diaspora. No lesbians were invited. None. Then they grudgingly decided to invite Audre Lortie after a lot of controversy about whether it was appropriate
since she is an out lesbian . So I decided
to submit a panel topic. I conducted the only lesbian panel at the conference. I asked
Jewelle and Cheryl to be panelists and I
did a paper on " The Truth that Never
Hurts: Black Lesbians in Fiction in the
1980s." I also organized the biggest
reading of Homegirls: A Black Feminist
Anthology that ever happened because so
many of the contributors to the book were
attending the conference.
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So we were there. We made our pres·ence felt. That is what we had to do not
to be erased from that experience. But if
I was not an activist. . .Instead I moved. you
know . I have another plan for Med gar
Evers. this is an even better one.
fLaughter] Because the thing is I am tired.
I am really tired. of being so excluded.
James Baldwin died in December and
everything you read. all the news stories
are making him straight. They are making him straight! · In Ebony they have a
book column where they had a tribute to .
Baldwin . They talked about how awful it ,
was that he was gone and then they talked
about his major works and you know the
ones they did not list? They did not list
Giovanni 's Room, Another Country , or
Just Above My Head [novels with gay male
protagonists] . All the other ones were
listed! So like all of a sudden there are not
major works? But do you see what they
were saying; it couldn't have been a major work if it had a homosexual theme .
Neilan: They did the same more or less
to Bayard Rustin Smith: I know! Spare me! Yes. the New :
York Times said in his obituary that htl was ·
, " reputed to be" [a homosexual] . He said
in the Village Voice that he was . We very
much noted that. We wondered how it was
that if someone says something about
themselves it gets to be "reputed." Unless
you say something like. " It's a well known
fact I can fly. " then you can say "rer.uted. " " Reputed" is kind oflike it could
be true. or it could not be true . I think that
was the implication. This was such a scurrilous terrible fact that we don ' t want to
believe that he said this. Just so backwards!
One of the things we have been talking
about is that if you want to talk about Black
literary history you have to talk about gays
and lesbians. You absolutely have to . In
the most remarkable period of Black literary output. the Harlem Renaissance . at
least one hat f of the people involved. who
were the leading lights. were gay . So. what
do you make of that. fools? It has to be
significant because the statistics are so
high. It would be one thing if it was only
one person. but there were so many.
Neilan: Generally . when you get rich
enough or famous enough then you can be
whatever sexual preference you like. but
it sounds like that hasn't even occurred in
the Black community. Is that correct?
Smith: Are we talking about authors only or are we talking about anyone?
Neilan: In general. I'd like to hear about
homophobia in the Black community.
Smith: Ah. that is a hard question . The
thing is I feel like with the death of Bayard
Rustin and James Baldwin and some other
people too - I don't know if I can say this
for publication but Harold Washington fthe
late Black mayor of Chicago] was reportedly gay. that is what my black gay friends
from Chicago tell me - the list is longer
even of people who .have recently died than
we think. What happens though in the
Black community is that if you are considered to be of usefu l. heroic. or admirable status then we will overlook the
fact you are gay or lesbian . as opposed to
someone having to hide it. It's like what
they sometimes do in South Africa. they
make you an honorary white person. Here
homophobic people make you an honorary
straight person so that they ,can deal with
you.
Historjcally . we are the first generation
of anybodies. whatever our job titles or our

"One of the things we have been talking about is that
if .vou want to talk about Black literarv. historv..vou have
to talk about gays and lesbians. You absolutely have to."
''People of color, poor pleOple. women. always knew that
the health care system, did not work for us. But now it
is being mightily exposed ... Why is the bottom falling out?
Because under capitalism health care is something you
purchase."
daily work. we are the first generation of
Black people to be politicized around our
lesbian and gay identities. That is what
makes us different from even the people
I have just mentioned . (Baldwin was not
.particularly politicized around his sexual
identity. certainly never worked in the gay
and lesbian rights movement if you see
what rm saying).
The thing is we are the first people who
are saying. "Wait a minute. thi s means
something - it is not _fust like are you nice
or are vou not nice to us? are vou tolerant
or are .you not tolerant? do y~u invite us
to your parties and/or homes or do you not
invite us? - that's not the point. The point
is that homophobia is an actual system of
oppression ... I think that is profoundly
shaking to anybody . And it certainl y has
shaken up the world at large that we have
begun to articulate that.

All those so-called past figures they
could deal with because those people were
not saying to them that you need to examine homophobia at the same time that
you examine racism . It was kind of like
being patronized. There is a real difference
in interracial relationships when you are
in an incredible minority and your situation hasn't been politicized . When I was
growing up in the fifties and early sixties.
at the time when the Civil Ri ghts movement was beginning. some Bl ack people
would be invited to parties and they would
be the only Black people there. but it was
like a very conscious. " Oh yes. we did
have a Blac k couple at the party. '· y_pu
know . But the thing is. that Black couple
wan ' t shaking up anything .
Then. when these very same Black people' s children went to college and there
was a critical mass of Black students who
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Dance Co.
Featuring: Pentimento,
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Daniel Mccusker and
visual artist Katarina
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Portland, ME 04101

(207) 773-1235

were making demands about the kind ·of
education that ev.erybody in that university or college was going to geL it was suddenly not the way you dealt with the Black
couple at the party. do you see what I'm
saying? In other words it's about becom- ing politicized around your identity in such
a way that you can make change and that
is the position that we are in and that is why
we make people so uncomfortable.
Another thing I always have to reiterate .
I do not think that Black people are any
more homophobic than any other people_.
We really aren't: it 's just that our associations with each other are that much more
crucial. If we lose touch with and/or access to the Afro-American community we
don 't have any other place to go. Jle don't
have ties to power. to establishments or to
corporations. I mean all the things that
make white life. whatever white life is (a

life of dominance and access). people of
color in general don' t have it. So the thing
is what we have instead are strong. closely knit families. community ties. a communal sense (some of which came from ·
Africa and had nothing to do with being
oppressed; it was just a world view and a
set of values). If we lose that we're just
really up a creek and that's why I think you
hear Black lesbians and gay people talking so often about the homophobia in our
commun ity.
Because we are racially oppressed we
find any kind of oppressive attitude within
the group even that much more insupportable. How can somebody who deals with
racisn:i on a daily basis. as we do too . be
discriminatory and oppressive against us?
It becomes all the more ironic or paradoxical. So the thing is . there are sever:ll
.reasons why ,w e hit hard on the issue. but

it is not because. on a per capita basis.
Black peop!e are more homophobic. I think
that is a really wrong attitude.
What happens amongst w,hite lesbians
and gay people when they decide that that
is true is that they then decide they can't
deal with any issue that has to do with
racial difference: ''Black people. they're
so homophoQic. you know. we don't want
to be bothered. " That also means that
coalitions don ' t get made .
I think often white lesbians and gay men
are in a much better position to make coalitions with rstraight] people of color than
even lesbians and gay men of color because
their presence doesn 't threaten those communities the way ours does . It 's just like.
"Well. you know how they are. but we can
work with them politically because we are
trying to get this issue dealt with. or this
bill passed. or whatever. We' ll work with

them 'cause it's not our children. it's
somebody else's children: it's the white
race that has these devial)tS ... '' So people
get along very nicely. you know. but as
I said. it's not true that Black people are
more homophobic than white people and.
also. Black people's homophobia cannot be
used as an excuse to not make coalitions
with people of color. both straight and lesbian or gay. Yuck! I hate that dynamic . I •
feel like trotting that out is just an excuse
for racism and racial exclusion .
Neilan: Let's imagine that you had your
wonderful powers amplified by 1.000
degrees and could fairly dictate the terms
of the political arrangements. what would
you like to see happen? What would be our
strategy? Where would you begin?
Smith:--I have always felt that North
American progressive and radical groupcontinued on page 16
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Where There's a JVi/1, There's a Way

It's a sad commentary on the state of
"our" society, but only in death do gays
and lesbians claim full equality - and even
then, only if we demand it. In these times ,
with death lurking in the shadows for us
all , it is absolutely essential that we spend
a little time reflecting on our own mortality
- arid responsibly determine how we wish to
dispose of our material possessions. To
do anything less is irresponsible and could
result in a very messy situiation for our
friends and loved ones .
With a properly drafted will you can
leave your property to anyone you wish
(unless you have a heterosexaul spouse in which case the spouse can elect to
receive· a share of the estate, no matter
what the will says; an impottant reason to
make sure the divorce ge:ts finalized) .
Without a will, property pas.ses according
to the laws of " intestate" succession (a
fancy way of saying what happens to the
property when you die without a will) . In
all of the states of this fine union , intestate
laws recognize two ties : blood and marriage (heterosexual type; same sex . marriages don' t count, even if performed by
an officially recognized neligion , (e :g.
Quakers). In other words, no matter how
strongly, how deeply, how committedly
you might feel about your lover, unless
you make a will , s/he gets nothing- zero ,
zip; without a will, your distant cousin ,
who you've hated all your life and haven't
spoken to in 20 years because she disapproves and disavows your damned perversity , could end up literally taking the
clothes off your lover' s back (if you happen to wear the same size). And if you
don't even have a distant couisin, your property passes (escheats) to the state of
Maine - not to your duly be:loved of forty
years. Enough-you get the picture: ~aking a will cannot necessarily wait until
tomorrow .
In this article, I will try to give you sufficient will basics to understand the will
process; I strongly recommned , however,
that even if you draft your own will (which
you will discover is not that difficult if
your situation is relatively simple) , you
have your friendly lawyer at least look
over your shoulder to be sur,e you ' ve done
what you intended to do and to check for
lurking technicalities (of which , sadly,
there are many in this area) . Caution: if
you have a substantial estate (over
$600,000) or children, you should not even
think about making a will without legal
assistance . (Get a hold of my February article if you ' re wondering about finding that
" friendly " lawyer.)
·
Who May Write a1Will
As long as you ' re over 18 and of sound
mind at the time of execu1lion , you can _
make a will . Being gay or lesbian may
make you a criminal in your own bedroom ,
but it doesn 't (praise the Lord for small
favors ) lead to the conclusion that you ' re
not " mentally sound." Will contests are
rare , but if you have any reason to believe
your will might be challenged by greedy
-homophobic relatives, once again , run to
your friendly lawyer who can take appropriate steps to ensure thait your "competency " can be proven in court .
What You Can Do W iith a Will
You can leave anything you have (or will
have) to anyone you want . The anyone can
include organizations (such as MLGPA.or
Our Paper) or even your favorite goldfish
(by virtue of a trust , which may or may
not be enforceable - if you ' re really into
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goldfish, see your attorney) . Perhaps ,
equally important you can disinherit
anyone you want (except your heterospouse) , so long as you provide that
the property goes to someone else. (Example: you specifically state that you don't
want any of your relatives to get a thin penny; you leave everything to your lover
Henrietta. Henrietta and you perish
together in your Jaguar' failing to negotiate
a hairpin tum ; in all likelihood your
" disinheritance" clause would fail. Had
you included a "residuary" clause (a final
clause saying what happens if there ' s
anything left over) giving everything to
your favorite charity or your good friend
Nellie, you would have been okay . In making a will , you have to think down the road
(which is why a lawyer can be helpful;
we've been trained to think in such
perverse fashions).
If you have children (either natural or
adopted), they will automatically get a
share of your estate, unless you specifically
state otherwise.
Remember: Though a will speaks at the
time you write it, it covers whatever property you might have at the time of death.
For example, should you win the lottery
and then die of a heart attack out of shock,
your proceeds would pass by way of your
will. So even though you might not have
anything to gjve away now, you still might
want to write a will - just in qse fortune
should strike. (Let' s say the brakes of your
Jaguar were defective at the time you failed
to negotiate that hairpin tum - there could
well be a substantial pot at the end of a
friend's rainbow : .. if you tell the world _
that ' s what you want.)
The only property you can' t leave by
will is that held in ''joint tenancy-.' ' Your
share in such property automatically passes
to the joint tenant, no matter what your will
says. Please, if you and your lover own
property together and you are listed on the
deed as "tenants in common ," write a
will. Otherwise, your lover: may be sharing her house with your cousin Tillie, who,
yes, could demand that the property be sold.
In addition to leaving your property, you
can leave instruction in your will as to what
you want to happen to your last remains,
e.g. cremation, simple burial. Maine also
has provisions for leaving instructions that
you do not wish your death to be artificially
prolonged. (I'll talk about this more when
I talk about Powers of Attorney and Partnership Agreements in a future article).
Formal Requirements
Important: If you follow these four rules,
you' ll end up with a valid will , but each
must be followed precisely. One witness
too few, for example, and the will fails completely . The law is like that.

l) A Will must be in writing. (It doesn 't
have to be typed - ink, pencil or even
crayon will do - though it is preferable
to go the typewritten route because of you guessed it - lurking technicalities
which may apply to handwritten wills. )
Once signed , you cannot make changes in
the body of the will ; scratch outs won't do .
If you want to make a change - say to
leave your pet·poodle to Sally rather than
Mary., because Mary has turned cat on you
- you ' ll need to execute a " codicil "
(which is simply an amendment which
itself complies with the fo ur rules and one
additional rule : it must make reference to
the will it is modifying).
2) A will must establish intent. It is sufficient to say " this is my will. " (Though

I prefer the old fashioned this is my "last
will and testament .")
3) A will must be signed ·a nd dated.
Your will can even be signed by another
person , if it' s done at your request and in
your presence.
4) A will must be signed by TWO competent witnesses. In Maine , all that is required is that the two witnesses attest
(swear) that the testator (the maker of the
will) signed the will in the presence of the
witnesses ; furthermore, in Maine, witnesses can have an interest in the will.
(Appropriate language for witness
clause: "Each of us declares that the person who signed above willingly signed this
will in our presence and we sign below as
witnesses to that signing.")
(Maine also provides for a "self-proving
will" where the witnesses declare before
a notary that the testator was competent.
Language is· as follows:
We ,
,
,
the witnesses , being first duly sworn , do _
hereby declare to the undersigned authority
that the testator has signed and executed
this instrument as his last will and that
she/he signed it willingly and that each of
us, in the presence and hearing of the
testator, signs this will as witness to the
testator' s signing , and that to the best of
our knowledge the testator is eighteen
years of age or older, of sound mind and
under no constraint or undue influence.
Maine Statutory Will
The Maine legislat~re has created a
" fill-in-the-blank will." As you might
guess, it is a legally correct form will with
lots of blanks where you fill in ' the
specifics. Available at your local Probate
Court (look in the phone book under your
County , Register of Probate , for the
number) for a minimal cost, it' s definitely
worth obtaining if you ' re thinking of doing your own will. Be forewarned , however, the will assumes for the most part
that you have a- heterosexual spouse and
children; if this is not the case, you'll have
to do a lot of scratching out. Remember :
a same sex spouse doesn 't count. My own
feeling is you're ultimately better off
writing your own will, using the statutory
will only as a kind of outline of things you
might have missed.
Personal Representative
The Personal Representative (also
known as an Executor or Executrix) is the
person responsible for carrying out your·
· will . Under Maine law, the P.R. (asthey ' re known) has a lot of power to
dispose of your assets (without court oversight; informal probate has become very
simple). You should choose this person
with care. An alternate P.R. is not a bad
idea, in case your chosen P.R. is unable
to serve . Unless you indicate that your
P .R . is " to serve without bond " the"court
may require the P .R . to post a bond,
especially if the P.R. is "just" a friend .
Suppose You Change Your Mind
Not to worry - a will can be easily
revoked in two ways .
l ) Write a new will (following the fo ur
rules), ·expressly revoking your prev ious
will. (This is my last will ; I hereby revo ke
all fo rmer wills . I leave everything to Jane
B. , because Mary doesn ' t love me anymore. Signed Sue. Witnessed : Beth and
Barbara.) (You don' t, by the way, have to
give reasons , but you can if yo u wish) .
Note that your beneficiary (the person you
leave something to) must be specificall y
identified ; my lover , Jane, may be sufficient , if the world-at-large knows who that

is and if you don't happen to have had two
lovers named Jane) .
2) Destroy the old will (either by burning , tearing, defacing, obliterating - the
. law is quite liberal here) with the intention
of destroying it. You must destroy all ·
signed copies ; destruction is best done .
before a witness who can testify to your
intent. Remember, if you destroy your
will , you're back to square one until you
write a replacement.
How a Will Operates
l . Specific Gifts: As long as an item is
identified with specificity , you can leave
that item to anyone you want. For example, "I leave my hand-painted zebra to my
friend Larry" is fine - so long as you only
have one hand-painted zebra and one
friend Larry when you die. And if you now
have a second friend Larry, the first one
gets the zebra, even if he's no longer· a
friend. Should . you no longer own the
hand-painted .zebra at the time of death
(yes , you can sell it) , the devise " lapses "
and Larry gets nothing. Should Larry die
before you do , the zebra goes to the
" residuary ." If there's no " residuary ,"
it's back to the laws of intestate succession.
2. General Gifts: ' ' I leave all my money
to Mary " is fine ; ditto for "I leave
everything I own to Mary ."
3. Residuary: Again, this is the think~
ing down the· road clause. Let's say your
will reads: ' 'I give my cousin Bob my Tiffany lamp. My brother Hank my property
in Calais. My mom my $10,000 or my cottage on the lake , whichever she chooses.
My daughter Lucy $10 ,000. All the rest
and remainder to my good friend Jean ."
Should you and Jean die. together in that
hairpin tum , without a residuary clause ,
the remainder of your property will pass
according to intestate succession , including
assets that might come into your estate
because of your death . Therefore , it is
essential that you tack on a " just-in-case" ·
clause. For example , " I give the residue
of my Estate to Shirley ; if not to Shirley ,
then to my cousin Sally ; if not to Saliy.
then to the Humane Society of Portland for
a Neutering Fund .
4. Miscellaneous Clauses: In a will you
can l) establish a trust (yep, see a lawyer) ;
2) determine how taxes are to be paid (if
you think you have to worry about taxes,
you probably need a lawyer); 3) forgive
debts ; 4) appoint guardians for minor
children ; 5) dispose of your body ; 6) appoint a personal representative; 7) disinherit; 8) tell the world how you feel about
it!
Conclusion
Though I've tried to talk about making
a will in rather light terms , sitting down
to think about your own death can be painful and trying to think through what you
really would like to happen to your stuff
once you ' re gone can b~ difficult ordeal.
It's not easy to put our affairs in order, and
human nature being human nature , all of
us try to put off the unpleasant. I know I
put off making my will for years, and then
I kept it in my glove compartment (a terrible thing to do , given the most l.ikely way
any of us will go is in a car accident ; I
guess I wa nced it to be c lose to me in case
I chought of sudde n. changes). However .
as gays and lesbians. we can't affo rd to let
the law settle things according to traditional
fo rmulas, because those fo rmulas simply
do not speak to our condition. For gays and
lesbians, making a will , fac ing the world
with our choices , our decisions, can be a
powerful fo rm of empowerment; failure to
so can lead to an unmitigated disaster. .
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Maine BiJexual
People's Network
Winter/Spring Update 1988
Despite the nor' easter which passed our
way and kept everyone housebound Friday the 12th of February, the annual
MBPN Ski Weekend was a rousing success. Most people arrived at various times
on Saturday and wasted no time in getting
acquainted, getting a bite to eat aRd
heading for the trails and hot tubs. The
group was made up of some seasoned
MBPN members as well as some new
faces from the Boston and Maine regions.
Following an active day of food , fun and
frolicking, we spent time as a group getting to know one another better and sharing information about our prospective networks. Everyone seemed to benefit from
our weekend together and we look forward
to more get-togethers and next year's Ski
Weekend .
Pajama Party!
The next function that MBPN will be
sponsoring is an overnight pajama _party
April 9th & 10th. It will be hosted by one
of our members and will be in a 200-yearold house located on 30 acres of wooded
land about 30 minutes from Portland . It
will be a pot-luck affair and there will be
a sauna available during the day . In the
evening videotaped interviews with bisexual leaders' from the east and west coasts
which were aired on network television
will be shown .
Please send a s~lf-addressed stamped
envelope and your phone number if you
would like more information about the pajama party . All information is kept strictly confidential (P.O . Box 1792, Portland, ME 04101) .

AIDS Project Lists
Support Groups
A support group forthose close to someone with AIDS meets Tuesday evenings
from 7 to 8:30 p .m. at 29 Cushman St. in
Portland . The group is led by Brooke
Alexander , a counselor and Episcopal
priest who has had a private practice in
group and individual therapy for .eight
years . The group is offered under the
auspices of The AIDS Project and is open
to all partners, caregivers , friends and
family me!fibers of people with AIDS and
to those who have lost someone to AIDS .
There is no charge and Alexander is willing to discuss alternate times with anyone
who cannot atten~ Tuesday evenings . For
information call Brooke at 772-1678 .

'

Another support group for caregivers,
family members , as well as PW As and
PWARCs meets every Tuesday from 10:30
a.m . to noon at The AIDS Project, 48
Deering St. in Portland. The meeting is to
share your thoughts and feelings relative
to AIDS and is led by Jacob Watson, M.A.
Watson is a psychotherapist specializing in
loss and transition and is a staff member
of the Elizabeth Kubler-Ross Center..

Families Talk It
Out Together
by Rob Williams
It was just six weeks ago that it came
out, and Marge is dealing with the surprising news. One of her daughters, the onegoing to school in Chicago, is a lesbian.
"I'll never stop loving her," she says as
she confidently brings her --face into a
smile. "I just need to talk to people like
you who understand , to learn more before
can really face her. My other daughter and
I are flying out to see her next week . We' re
the support teain I guess," she laughs. The
others in the room nod in support. After
all , each has been through something like
Marge is describing . They are all families
of gays.
Once a month they meet in a comfortable
living room in Westbrook over coffee and
cookies. They talk and laugh and sigh . And
they listen.
"I'm so grateful that Bill and Eric are
still close even now that Eric knows his
brother is gay. It must' ve been so hard for
Bill ... especially growing up in an all-jock
·household." Donna tells the group a painful piece of family history, painful because
no parent wants to see her son hurt. "It
was the family Christmas party , right after
Bill came -out to us. A ·relative, who I've
never really cared for, was pushing Bill to
talk politics . When Bill said he was interested in Sherry Huber for governor, this
relative said, 'I'd never vote for her. She's
(or gays, you know.' "
·
"Parts of my family know . Right now
Tracy wants to know if she should tell her
grandmother ,' ' says Jerry, looking for advice. "lt's Tracy's decision," says Marge.
The families talk about the "blame"
they've put on themselves for producing
· gay children. They talk about AIDS. And
they wonder. when they'll stop worrying ·
what everyone else is going to think .
·
And yes, some good news.
They talk about how much closer they
now fee_! to their children. The lying,
avoiding and unexplained anger ·seems to
have disappeared. They ' re now beginning
to know their children as people.
"It's all about love," says Donna.

Families of Gays Support Group meets
the second Tuesday of each month in
Westbrook. Call Ingraham Volunteers,
774-HELP, for information.

Keynote speakers Sue Hyde, from the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force,
and Eric Rofes, from the Gay and Lesbian
· Community Services Center in Los Angeles, are scheduled to appear at the
Fifteenth Lesbian and Gay Symposium to
be held on the Gorham campus of the
University of Southern Maine, May 27th,
28th and 29th.
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I
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Requests must be received by May 10. Cost will be SS per night per
person, double occupancy. You must bring your own bed linens and
towels.
PAY FOR HOUSING WHEN YOU ARRIVE
I WILL NEE,;:> HOUSING
D Friday night

D Smoking

D Saturday night

D Non-smoking

I will share a rooin with

I

I
I
I
I
I

Number of children
Their ages
D Sunday

I

D~~

I Meal Plan
I Includes breakfasts Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Sunday lunch and
I Sunday dinner. (Saturday's dinner is included in the registration fee.) Price
I for all meals is S20.
I D Vegetarian
I · Special dietary needs
I PAY FOR MEALS WHEN YOU ARRIVE
I Registration Fee

I
I
I
I

I
I
I.
I
I

I
II
I

II

Child Care

D Friday

I

I

I
I.

D Sunday night

ID~~

.

I

I Special Needs
I D Wheelchair accessibility
I D Signing for non-hearing
1. Other

I
I.

I
I

I

I~~

:

2 BATES ST

I

: PRE-REGISTRATION FORM :
I SYMPOSIUM XV
I
: MAY 27-30, 1988
:

·1

Newly

The Symposium will feature over twenty
workshops, dancing, films, a pride march
through downtown Portland and general
socializing. T opicsfor the weekend include
·aging, gay history, long-term relationships
and AIDS politics in Maine.
If you are interested in helping organize,
would like to facilitate a workshop, or
would like to participate in a cabaret of
lesbian and gay talent, please contact the /
GLA.
For more information and registration,
see the registration form and ad in this
issue or contact the Gay/ Lesbian Alliance, .
92 Bedford St., Portland, Maine 04103 or
call 780-4085.

Symposium XV
Speakers Set

Includes all workshops, speakers, films, Saturday dinner and dance, and
Sunday night cabaret.
D Registration fee SIS (more if you can)
D Seniors and students SlO
I request work exchange in lieu of the registration fee. (Requests for work
exchange should ~ made as soon as possible.)

I
I
I
I
:

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE _TO GLA-SYMPOSIUM xv

I
I
I
I
I

MAIL FORM AND PAYMENT TO:
GLA
SYMPOSIUM XV
92 BEDFORD STREET
PORTIAND, MAINE 04103

•
Questions? Call us at 78D-408S.

.
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REGfONAL REPORTS
Lewiston Jl~rea
Activit)r
oy Theresa

A few months ago, Diane Elze asked me
if I would write about events: in the Sabattus/Lewiston area gay and lesbian community for Our Paper. I stairted to laugh.
I imagined writing: "Sabattus's two known
lesbians marked the weekend by enthusiastic hammering on their snow fence .
Evening events included dinner television
and a two handed game of Trivial Pur~
suit..." The fact of the matlter is that my
lover and I just bought land here last summer, and we don't know any lesbians or
gay men nearby.
However, we think it's high time to
change matters. LESBIANS AND GAYS
IN LEWISTON, SABATTUS, MONMOUTH AND ADJACENT AREAS!
You are cordially invited to a pot luck supper, at our trailer, (12 miles, or 20
minutes, north of Lewiston), on Saturday ,
April 30. For details and directions - or
if you can't come but would like to be included in future festivities - send your
name an'd address to Theriesa, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Poirtland , Maine
04101.

York County
Noteboolk
by Pat

I've been watching the snow melt in the ·
back yard. By now the ground is almost
completely uncovered. Yesterday there
were three wild ducks swimming in the
river as I walked to work, an addition to
the gulls that are always there and the geese
that live here year-round .
Cabin fever update: My friends P . & J .
have been having an ongoing once a week
open house for anyone who just wanted to drop by and set a spell . Unfortunately for
me it was on an evening that I was already
committed to another activity - but I think
it's a great idea.
Another good idea (year-round , this
time) was demonstrated rec,ently by alesbian couples group . They've: been meeting
for a year now in each other's homes and
decided that other women might want to
consider forming similar groups. So they
told friends. an'd got together I at The Hitch
restaurant m Wells to explain how they got
started; some of the issues that have arisen
and to answer questions . I was really impressed. Best of luck to the:m in their second year!
If anyone is interested in more information on starting a group like this one (either
_ a lesbian or gay men's grouip) I'd be happy to put you in touch. Drop me a note at
P :O. Box 451, Kennbunkport 04046.
By the way, I was happy to hear that The
Hitch will be opening Saturdays beginning in April. Nice people, great food and
you can sit over coffee and write in your
journal without feeling guilty. I know. ·
Got a letter recently from a woman in
New Hampshire , another le:sbian mother ,
who had read my first column. Due to my
crazy schedule I've never b1een to the Gay
Parents Support Group in Portland,and occasionally find myself feeling like I'm the
only one in the world dealing with the
issues of gay parenthood. I"ve just signed
up for a ten week S.T.E.P . Teen course
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Well, time to fill the woodstove and head
for bed. I was just wondering tonight how
~uch longer it will be before the peepers
m !he pond across the road begin their
spnng symphony .. .I think I have a case of
spring fever, wouldn't you say?

I

for parents of teenagers and it' s lonely
there in a room full of straight people! I'm
learning a lot but there are a few things I
just can't bring up. So D. 's letter meant
a great deal to me; we're a minority within
a minority!
Congratulations P. on being elected an
alternate delegate and on stating that her
main interests are in "lesbian/gay rights
and women's issues!"
P. and J. and B. stopped by the other
night in P. 's new pick-up. "It's a girl
truclt," B. said. "How do you know?" I
asked. B. pointed out the back fenders .
"She's got hips!"
Enough said.

Brunswick Area
News
by Tina Phillips

At 5 a.m. this morning I was staring out
the window watching the snow falling
gently down, resting on the maple tree
whose buds seems to get fatter every day.
Looks like it won't be more than a dusting .
My skis still stand in the comer of the living room, and I'm beginning to wonder if
I will have an opportunity to use them
again this season. I tapped my maple trees
last week during the warm spell and as the
sap boils away on the woodstove each day ,
the whole house is filled with the subtle,
sweet smell of it.
·
This is a deceiving time of year in the
. Brunswick area. A lot of the snow has
melted away , leaving eyerything that was
under it looking rather soggy and dead , at
first glance . Yet if you scratch around
under dead leaves and fallen brush, there
is life bursting up ev~rywhere in the form
of tiny buds and shoots of grass. The closer
you get to the ground , the more of it you
see. In fact, just last week I found myself
crouching down on my hands and knees
peeking under the matted leaves in my
perennial flower bed, and noticed that my
iris and crocus were peering up at me
through the dirt. I actually felt a rush of
excitement, the first real sign that soon
everything will be waking up and corning
alive!
However, this is not the only form of
"live entertainment" available up here .
There are two exciting events corning up
in April. Mary Daly, author _of several
books on feminist spirituality, will be
speaking at Bowdoin College the evening
of April 14th. Also, Castleberry &
Dupree, a high-energy pair of women performers whose reggae beat makes it hard
to stay in your chair, will be in concert
Saturday night, April29th. For more info
on times and locations on campus, call the
Women's Resource Center at 725-3620.
Definitely worth putting these dates on
your calendar!
One last note - the Women' s Contradance in Augusta last Friday night was
outrageously fun. A special surprise was
I
having Pixie Lauer, a local and wellknown folk musician who performs with
the band "Different Shoes," standing in
for one of the musicians. Her musical
talent and her singing was an added treat
that evening. Those of us from Brunswick
who were there felt it was well worth the
drive, and hope those of you who didn' t
make it will come next time, April 8th. I
can be reached for info or rides at
725-2238.

iJlillil

A Waldo County View,'
by H'Alan
Not long ago I was at school nursing a
cup of tea preparing for the morning
ahead . The silence was interrupted by the ·
arrival of the #2 school bus. Ahead of the
pack walked a sheepish, red-faced boy ,
closely trailed by a chorus of "Briana.
Briana, Brian is a girl!'' First grader Brian
had committed the grave faux pas of
proudly telling a male classmate that his
new jacket was a hand-me-down from his
older, much adored female cousin. His
jacket, a baggy blue denim with a fake
sheepskin collar was hardly a prissy frock.
A pig farmer would have looked quite at
home in it. Nevertheless , it now carries the
stigma of "girl's jacket." It had been
tainted by "girl's flesh," and poor clutzy
Brian was stuck with it.
I pulled Brain and the male choir aside
after a quick decision to try and instill some
reason into their formative minds . All four
were utterly dumbfounded when I asked
~hy it was wrong to wear a girl ' s coat. i
got more than a few protests of "boys can't
wear girl's clothes," "boys aren't supposed to be girls. i ' When pressed further ,
no one had a clue as to why it mattered
even one iota. For these boys it was an unquestioned "given" that girls and things
feminine were somehow inferior and
capable of adulterating their maleness .
The ultimate put down for most boys ,
for that matter, most straight men, is to be
called a girl,. a sissy, a queer. Nothing will
provoke a reaction quicker than a slur on
one's manhood . I still remember the
humiliation of 25 years ago when my best
friend caught me arranging my sister' s new
doll house. I endured the taunt of "Miss
Hamm" for weeks. Thank the powers that
be that he never caught me trying on my
mother's high heels.
By the time kids are in first grade the
seeds of misogyny and homophobia have
been planted. It's quite natural for 5-yearold boys to be physically demonstrative.
A spontaneous kiss for a best friend isn' t
out of place. Josh likes it when Jason says
"I love you ." But somewhere along the
line the vague undefined concept of
"queerness" is introduced. Boys, who just
a few months earlier were cradling dolls
and sharing tea with the girls, are now hor- _
rified at the idea of wearing a girl's coat.
The thought of holding another boy 's hand
is suddenly anathema.
Unfortunately this attitude is only intensified with age. Boys get further and fur:
ther out of touch with their feelings as they
grow into men. Recently a teenaged hitchhik_er shared with me his "4F" philosophy
toward women "feel 'em, finger 'em, fuck
' em, and forget 'em." When I commented
that it sounded as though he didn't like
women very much, he snarled back, "Hey, I ain't queer, ya know. " Such an
. angry young man! Men pay such a heavy
price for the "privilege" of being male .
We learn to smother that which is decent
within us. Control wins out over compassion. We struggle to obliterate our
feminine nature. If we can' t own it , we
smash it.
For the past seven months I've worked
in the local school system. My job as tutor
to two deaf kids puts me in the classroom
and allows me first hand observation of
what goes on there . I've received a pretty
good education so far. I've seen how much
emphasis school teachers spend on promoting gender difference. Everywhere in

the school there are not-so-subtle
reminders . Boys line up .on one side of the
door; girls on the other. Girls' coats are
hung on the left, while boys' are on the
right. Girls get their drinks first. Daily this
rivalry is fanned through the use of
rewards for whichever sex is the neatest,
· quietest, smartest, etc . When it comes to
classroom performance, girls are praised
for being neat and sweet. Math is a male's
dominion, while reading is what girls do
best. It must be true - they're told it often
enough. Rough tough boys get the old
"boys will be boys" attitude. Let a girl be
· self assertive, and she gets written up as
agressive. Kids are offered a neat little
package of appropriate gender behaviors.
If they don' t fit in their box, we stuff them
into it. No one's box is very big .
I sat in with the kindergarten class
while they talked about occupations .
Almost without exception the visuai aids
used had men in all the juicy roles. There
were policeMEN, fireMEN mailMEN
an<J phone repair MEN . The doctors wer;
MEN, as were the dentists and the clrefs ..
The women were teachers, ballerinas and
secretaries. Women can be whatever they
~ant as long ~ it involves babysitting, typmg, ~r struttmg about half naked . Appropnatel y enough, when the kids drew
pictures of what they wanted to be, most
girls drew pink tutus and smiling teachers,
while the boys drew their heart's desire.
This doesn't have to be the way things are .
I worked in a school in Baton Rouge .
Those kids were poor and black, but·their
teachers had instilled in them a sense of
pride and a desire to fulfill their dreams.
These kids were real , not cardboard
caricatures of Jane and Ward Cleaver.
It's not surprising that we live in a society that cares more about technological warfare than it does educating children.
'Yomen comprise 51 percent of the population , yet are on the tail-end of everything.
10 percent or more of this country are lesbian or. gay' yet we have no more civil
rights than the black slaves who tilled
George Washington's estate.
I've come to understand a little about the
- oppression that has a strangle hold on this
country. There' s not a lot I can do. It's too
deeply entrenched . What I can do is to be
myself. I.answer to my conscience, not to
societal dictates . I'm going to continue to
talk about "my friend" Miles. I won't stop
hugging him in front of my nephew . I will
give honest answers to honest questions .
When I hug Rodney, I won ' t listen to that
voice that says, "Be careful - what will
his parents think. ' ' The next time Stanley
says " .I love you. Mr. Hamm. " I'll say to
him : " I love you. too. Stanley. "

Queer News From
the Peninsula
by Lynnsey
W. Sedgwick - The garden furrows poke through the remaining snow, and the
w~rm days tease me into believing spring
wdl come early. Yet as I write this big
fluffy snowflakes start to fall . and am
again reminded of the deceitful nature of
March. I feel my moods as changeable as
the weather; w~rm and outgoing one day,
~loom~ and _withdrawn the next. My patience 1s a thm veneer while the snow falls
heavier and I long to be planting outside.
I apologize for missing last month's
deadline and thank my loyal readers who
missed this column.
Activity seems to be picking up around
here . We had a delicious dinner and lively conversation with H. and J . in
"downtown" Sedgwick·. J. has been working on building a car from a kit this winter. '
An ambitious project, almost complete.
The next step is to get it out through the

i
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doors of the gallery. J3oth H . and J . are
accompiished artists in music and painting
and have many interesting tales to tell. M.
and T. joined us and we all told bits ofour
coming out stories. A great winter
tradition .
The DownEast AIDS Network is growing and going strong. A support group has
formed for people who are HIV positive,
their partners , friends and family
members, meeting weekly in Ellsworth.
All are welcome. You can call 326-8580
for info. We are planning a speakers
bureau and a buddy training, possibly in
conjunction with Hospice. This group is
wonderfully gay, our meetings lively and
informative. Yoµr input is welcome .
T. is out of full-time work due to an oppressive work situati~n. Bravely she took
a stand against sexism and homop~obia,
and her boss agreed to lay her off so she
could collect unemployment! She's had
plenty to do finishing her house. The new
floor looks beautiful.
R. is back from Peru via Key West and
heavy into lambing season . That means
sleeping from 6 p.m . until 2 a .m., then
arising to assist the "girls" whose favorite
time to give birth is the middle of the night.
Sure cuts into a person's social life, but it
won't be forever . And it means spring is
truly on her way . But before lambing , R.
and D . held a Valentines party with close
to 50 area gays coming to enjoy. We are
everywhere.
WOMLAND Trust held its first annual
meeting in S. China. The Trust is working both to preserve land and to give women
more access to land. The organizational
work hasn't been easy and at times
meetings have been difficult ·, But these
women work dil~ently at creating a safe
and trusting process which carries through
the rough times. The Trust has accomplished much in one year, and hopes
to have land in the near future. Women
who would like more info can write to
Chri s. Coventree. Troy. ME.
Work has kept several friends very busy

these last few weeks. R . has been deep in
litigation , while·M .J. has been balancing
the reorganization of her program. S . has
been swamped with clients and H. goes to
work even on Sundays! L. has been very
busy with her studies, finish1ng up her
semester. B. has been putting in 70 hour
. weeks in his engineering job as B. begins
transplanting 3000-4000 seedlings. I hope
they don't forget to leave some time for
play.
D.is making steady rec~very from her
surgery . What a treat to spend the afternoon and evening with her and W. at their
beautiful home on the Reach . They are
back at our weekly healing circle, making
us a five-pointed star instead of a triangle .
In the line of healing work, I will be attending a workshop with Samuel Kirchner,
who conducts self healing workshops for
PWAs in NYC. He learned his methods
from Louise Hay in San. Fran. I'm looking forward to a caring and exciting
weekend.
A new group has formed for lesbians
who are in 12-step programs . This is a
discussion and a 'fun' group . We'll be
, alternating, one week having a discussion,
the next a fun outing. I look forward to this
being a way to rebuild a sense of communi~
ty in my home area.
Several of us have had ongoing conversations of how to do our work in this oppressive society.
I have intentionally not taken a full-time
job in order to have time to determine my
own path. It's too easy for me to get caught
up in working for someone else. I know
that my political work is from outside the
system. I don't want to live as a separatist
(at least not most days) but I want to be
· creating alternatives for ourselves. I don't
believe we will gain much from those in
power. I love the example of the Jane collective that Elze wrote about in this paper
and appreciate the example and support of
my dear sister K. Working my .land, being part of the WOMLAND Trust and the
DownEast AIDS Network and creating
healing alternatives are my focus. I'd love
to hear from others who are creative out- ·
siders. To all , Happy Equinox! That's the
news from W . Sedgwick.

GLA Benefit Dance at

Zootz
April 24
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
T.o Benefit Symposium '88

Out at Work
by B.J. Aaron
I guess that you could say I'm one of the
lucky ones. It is good to be open about
one's sexual preference and still have the
acceptance and respect of one's co- .
workers. It's a treat to be able to come to
work on Halloween in full drag , share
some laughs and leave at the end of the day
still having a job. It is also easy to forget
that not everyone is quite so fortunate.
The recent article in Our Paper regarding the murder of Jimmy Monaldo and
subsequent difficulty of the Portland Police
in obtaining any potential clues due to the
hesitancy of witnesses to expose themselves and come forward to the police for
fear of discrimination led to an interesting
conversation at my office. Most everyone
I talked to could not believe that people can
be dismissed from their jobs on the basis
of sexuaj preference.
It was difficult to get them to see beyond
the fact that while I am employed as an
openly gay man, ~at does not mean that
other people cannot be fired at any time
for being gay. Nor does that mean that I
could not be fired tomorrow for the same
reason.
"No one's going to fire you for being
gay. You're too valuable a worker,"
remarked one co-worker. "Besides, they
knew when they hired you."
"I know that no one's going to fire me
for being gay," I responded. "But I also
know that at any time, on any given day,
that they COULD do so for just that
reason, and that it would be perfectly legal.
And just as an employer cannot come back
here and say, 'you're fired for being
Black,' or 'you fired for being a woman,'
he or she should not be able to come back
here and say , 'you 're fired for being gay.'
It's not fair, and it shouldn't be legal."
The. discussion was not a particularly
long one. But I was pleased to find that
most of the people I work with , though
very ignorant of the discrimination that exists , and which is perfectly legal, felt that
gays should be entitled to protection under
that law for equal housing and employment. Much to my surprise, most seemed
to think that the protection already existed! ·
But then again, since lack of protection for
gays really doesn't affect their lives very
deeply, I guess that it should not come as
much of a surprise.
My choosing to be out at work was a
long and difficult journey. It involved for
me not only the personal risk of rejection ,
but as for most, the risk of losing my job .
Being employed in a very conservative industry, I feared that even though my
employers may want to retain me, that they
would not want to jeopardize their business
by hiring an openly gay man. It dido 't take
me too long to realize , however, that it
would be a mistake for me professionally
to invest a lot of time and energy into a
career and then be "found out" and dismissed. Better, !thought, to just come out
and offer myself on a take it or leave it
basis. That's what I did (about four years

•

·I
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. ago) and il has worked out fine for the most
part.
I think that I had to work harder than
many straights to get where I am professionally. But many people of other minori- .
ty groups have worked a hell of a lot harder
for a lot longer and not reaped the same
results. I'm not saying that anyone should
have to work harder than the next person
to get ahead becau.se of his/her sexual
preference. But what I am saying is that
· it did finally pay off. I learned a lot from
,the extra effort, and I was fortunate .
It did not come without sacrifice, however. Many mornings I would leave for
work at 4:30 a.m. and work until 5 or 5:30
p .m . This took place regardless of the
season, and most weekends during the
summer were spent in the office as well. ,.....
The reason that I mention this is that by
doing so, I was able to make myselfa very
valuable asset to the business I was involved in. When one of the owners raised
the concern about having a homosexual on
the payroll and the possible moral and
business consequences, he was overruled
by the other stockholders. When I learned
of his concerns and offered him my resignation if he was not happy with my work
or not at ease with his religious convictions, it was declined and my salary was
doubled . I knew then that I was in . the
driver's seat, and I remained there until I
was ready to "swap cars."
Dealing with my sexuality at my next
(and present) position was muc_h easier. I
had already worked hard to make a name
for myself within the industry and people
were already aware of my sexual preference. Word ·gets around! And luckily I was
interviewed by people who knew that one's
sexual preference has very little to _do with
most jobs. And for those "professions"
where sexual preference genuinely does
·n eed to be a factor in the interviewing process, let's face it ... the "job's" pretty well
done by the end of the ' 'interview."
For me, the benefits of being out at work
are many. My self-respect is greater and
I am able to invest more of my energy into working and less into hiding . It's great
to be able to talk to co-workers about people that
seeing or struggles with my
family or myself related to my sexuality.
It' s nice not to have lead a double life.
Don't get me wrong, I don'. t walk into the
office in pink tights and a ballerina dress
five days a week. I'm not too sure that
would be accepted there. (Nor do I have
the figure for it.) But it's a gift to be able
to be myself at work and be honest about
who I am .
I can't encourage everyone to run out
tomorrow and come out, come out
wherever you are, as I'm not so naive as
to think that it would work for every situation or be in everyone's best interest to do
so right now . Buf what I can honestly say
is that as more _and more of us come out
and in so doing demonstrate our contributions , value and worth. we will open the
doors for others to do the same. And won't
it be great to know that someday being out
at work won' t have to mean being out of
work?

I'm

saturday, may 28, 1988 at 3 p.m.

LESBIAN AND GAY PRIDE

Tickets $5
At Zootz
In The Performing Arts Center
at 31 Forest -Ave., Portland

MARCH AND RALLY
downtown PORTI.AJVD to USM-portland ~ampus
$25 AWARD TO PERSON OR GROUP WHICH SUGGESTS
THIS YEAR'S THEME SLOGAN
MUST BE l TO 5.WORDS, NON-SEXIST
NON-VIOLENT IN NATURE, & UPBEAT
$100 BEST GROUP BANNER PRIZE
BANNER MUST BE CARRIED IN MARCH
AND BE JUDGED TO BE A CREA 11VE EXPRESSION
OF YOUR GROUP'S NATURE
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
~-6934 (PORTLAND AREA)
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Barbara Smith

The Straight and Narrow

continued from page Jrl

Mastering the 10-40 0-NO Form

by Holly Valero

I

Like most lesbians and: J?:av men who
have spent another year as illegal aliens in
their own country , I look forward to paying taxes . I know it's a sizeable chunk of
money when you get a look at your W-2' s,
but what d:o you expect? Tilis is a big country and prejudice doesn' t grow on trees .
It's taught. And that costs money.
Thousands of schools require hundreds
of thousands of dollars to enforce and
maintain the shining examples of ignorance
and terror that have made this country what
it is today . Not to mention the money
needed to root out homosexual teachers
before they go bananas and start -accosting
fourth graders left and right. They all do ,
you know. Sure, they may be cool for 20
or 30 years, but sooner or later all that pent
up deviance will explode like a hotdog left
in the microwave too lo111g.
Of course there are the: books to think
about .. .It takes time and money to hire
all those dogmatic Midwestern grandmothers , outfit them with bifocals and
flamethrowers, give them all the list of the
20 or so no-no words/references/allusions
and set them loose on the stacks and stacks _
of revised textbooks and educational
materials that come out every year to make
sure that only the decent survive.
Remember those textbooks you had in
school? The ones circa World War I or
earlier? They were no accident. They were
carefully chosen, hand-picked with
spaghetti tongs from th,e ashes of ~mpropriety. And if they were good enough
for William Penn, they are good enough
for you.
Do you have any idea just how much it
costs to run a newspaper? The newsprint,
ink, printing machines? They all have to
be maintained. Then throw in the cost of
typesetters, layout people, reporters, staffing, and photographers. We' re talking big
bucks. I know the amounit of money I pay
in taxes can't support the whole shebang,
but every little bit helps in the bigger picture of trickle-down economics. Every
time I see a headline like "HOMOSEXUAL ROBBERY,'' or ''HOMOSEXUAL
TEACHER FIRED BY PARENTS \YHO
FEAR AIDS," I know that somewhere my
tax dollars are working.
Television time is probably the most influential and definitely the, most expensive.
Not just the advertising entd of it either. All
those "Nut 'N Honey" commercials that
question the manhood of your average
cowboy manage to successfully blend prejudice and salesmanship. The K-Mart ad
that suggests a quarterba,ck looks good in

ings have been very short on strategy and ·
I include myself in that because of the fact
that we are dealing. with such a monolith
_it has been hard for us to ·do anything except to react and play catch up .
a little nightie does the same thing . Many
. I always talk about coalitions . When you
others , however , simply miss out on this
look
at the numbers of people who are
golden opportunity. That's where sitcoms
disenfranchised and dispossessed in this
come in. Without that constant level of
society I think we probably outnumber the
misinformation generated by every major
powers
that be.. if we include people who
network , I don't know where we , as a
\.
.
· may not necessarily see themselves as opcountry , would be . Bowmg to pressure
pressed . Let ' s -say for example that workfrom the Nielsen families- some of the
ing people. poor people. people of color.
smaller networks and local stations are
lesbians and gay men. women. al I of those
lending a hand as well. If all else fails , they
groups saw themselves as being a part of.
can fall back on Sunday morning religious
if not exactly the same class: let ' s say
programming. In the end the dollar figure
several
classes that had a lot in common .
is well into the millions , even hundreds of
I think that much could be accomplished .
millions . It's worth it, though. With so
I also feel like this economic system has
many two-paycheck households today ,
to be completely revamped because
got
parents just don't have the time to instill
there are inherent inequalities in the
in their children the generational hatred
ec,momic system. Last night I was talking
and fear that are so vital to our country .
about the situation with AIDS. If you
When I come across a couple of squabblthought that the health care system worked
ing 10-year-olds in the parking lot of our
up until that point. and white middle-class
local grocery store and I hear them hurlpeople
I "think thought that. and certainly
ing comments like, " you faggot," at least
white
upper-class
people did. we see now
I know that they are getting the informathat it doesn ' t work at all.
tion somewhere. That somewhere is taxes .
People of color. poor people. women.
It keeps our country running every day.
ahyays
knew that the health care system
Lately though I've been hearing rumors
did not work for us. But now it is being
that frankly have me a little worried. It
mightily exposed. When you have a catasseems that one of those dingbat officials
trophic
illness like AIDS. and drugs that
in Washington is working on a new tax
are incredibly expensive . whose prices
form call the 10-40 0-NO! Aimed at
have been jacked up by a profit-mongering
homosexuals of both orientations, it is a
drug
industry. the insurance system can ' t
simplified version of the 10-40 EZ form .
take it . so it 's like the bottom is falling out .
(Whether you usually use the long form or
Why is the bottom falling out? Because
not.) With the 10-40 0-NO you enter the
usual stuff: name, address, social security __ under capitalism health care is something
you purchase .
number, and whether you are filing jointSo what do we do about that? You know
ly or singly. You check off the box that
what
I think? We ought to get rid of
has your personal deduction of a thousand
capitalism!
People get very leery when you
bucks or so. This is where it gets a little
say that : I think they see the decimation
tricky. Right below that is another line that
ofour way of life . I don't think I will evc!r
reads:
I ive to see revolution in this country . I
I, as a lesbian or gay man rethink what most of us would wish for is
quest the return of all tax
a bloodless revolution. in other words
dollars withheld/paid from my
where the best ideas of feminism. of the
annual revenues _as a stipulalesbian and gay movement. of anti-racist
tion of living in a country that
10JODjDDjDOj00\00jDDIDDjbOjt
denies my civil rights, personal freedoms, moral integrity, physical safety, and emotional tranquility.
D
(Check box to right
O
for full refund)
Assuming that you are gay or lesbian ·
and wish to place a check in the box, your
tax dollars in full are returned within the
usual waiting period of 10 days to 3
months.
I don' t know about you, but I simply
won't stand for it. It's taken me 25 years
to get used to this system . I won ' t have
them changing it on me now!
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Interpreted for Hearing Impaired

Our Paper needs reviewers. Seeking all types of subject
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matter. Call 773-2294 and leave a message, or write to:
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.
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I TOGE.rHER IN CONCERT 'I
Saturday, April 2
8:00 PM
First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St., Portland
$12.50 advance
$15 at door
General Admission
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I Cris Williamson & Tret Fure I - lil
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Was the m1ovie worth the ·a
five bucks?
,
a
Was that 111ovel you read a ~
real page ·turner?
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GOT AN OPINION?
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movements. of the anti-war and peace
movements. where all those· ideas come
·together. and we begin to have something
like decent human life .
I alsq.feel that the remarkable changes.
the thorough changes. are going to come
from outside these borders . The world
power arrangements are changing. Who
comes to visit the White House? When
heads of state come now they are all people of color and some of them are even
women! This is wild: it ' s like a whole different day from when we were growing up
and everyone who came to visit was from
a white European country .
You ask about fantasy. I would love to
see some women of color as heads of state
in this country. or at least running city
government. and that isn ' t happening . I
think they would be quite wonderful .
You just have to keep working. that's all
you can do. You have to act as if the most
wonderful future that you can imagine is
actually possible. Larry Connolly. [the late
progressive legislator from Portland after
whom an MLGPA award in named] .
sounded like the kind of person who had
that vision intact. The thing is. you act as
if it 's possible. then do the best you can
under the circumstances.
One of the things I loved about being at
the awards ceremony last night '.vas I just
thought . God there is so much activism that
even people like myself. who are very.
very active and get a lot of information .
we can't possibly know about all of it
because it is being done on such a grassroots.day-by-day . basis . It really made me
very excited. I loved it. And I felt' like
" even while I sleep!" fLaughter) In a
place like Maine! The longest day I live!
I thought when the guy from the newspaper said the only problem with the state
is that there are too many Republicans 11nd
not enough lesbians and gays. that was incredible . I don't think he said that jw,t to
be cool . I think he meant that. That was
also saying that the lesbian and gay community was a force for progress . You
know . it' s always a mtstake if that's not
true. It's not about us joining in with the
system . It's about making a dent; it's about
changing the system .
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Our Paper needs Portlanders to distribute papers once a
needed: Envelope Stuffers. Good times, good

g folks to meet. Call 773-2294 and leave a message, or write g

g to: Our Paper, P.O. Box
000
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Harry and Frimdly Go To Mexico

Out On The Town
Portland Social Scene Active As Spring Approaches
.by Terri Jones
Wednesday nights feature Valerie performing at Entre Nous from 7-10:00 p.m.
Valerie's original music can also be heard
on Thursday nights at the Underground
from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Piano entertainment can be found on
Friday nights. Blackstone's features piano
music from 9:30 to 12:30 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday nights and Dorothy Scott
begins every Friday night at the Underground at 6 p.m. and performs until 9
p.m.
On Sundays, both Blackstone's and
Cycles feature brunch. Blackstone's has
an all-you-can eat brunch from 11-3 p.m.
Cycles serves brunch from 12-3 p.m. Also
on Sundays, singer and guitarist Cindy
Finckle plays in the Underground's piano
lounge from 6-9 p.m. At Entre Nous,
Valerie performs Sunday evenings from
6--9 p.m.

Sunday and Monday nights are movie
nights at Cycles. Bring your popcorn and
tl;le show starts at 8 p.m. Call Cycles at
772-7264 for movie titles.
On a festive note, the last Sunday of
every month is Women's Appreciation
Day at the Underground and features a
women-only disco from 6-9 p.m. Also appearing in the month of April is female
impersonator Tony Rose on the weekend
of April 9th and 10th at Blackstone's and
the Underground. Call Blackstone's at
772-9244 and/ or the Underground at 7733315 for exact times and dates.
Don't forget that Cris Williamson and
Tret Fure are in concert on Saturday,
April 2nd at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian
Church at 425 Congress St., Portland.
Tickets are available at the door and at
Entre Nous, Amadeus Music, MacBean's,
New Leaf Books and the Whole Grocer.
The concert is presented by Pine Cone
Productions.

Can you find the iguana in this picture?
by Bull O'Nee

Speaking of pictures ... Bobby - that's
what I call Friendly when he acts nerd-like I
- only brought black and white film . I
mean, have you ever seen a Caribbean
sunset in black and white? It made for ,
some artsy pictures, though. rve enclosed
a picture he took of an iguana in the
bushes . (Don't ask me what he was doing
in the bushes.) Can you find the iguana in
this picture?
After a hard day at the ruins we left for
Playa del Carmen. Lord, what· a place!
Miles of undeveloped beaches with nude
sunbathers and swimmers frolicking.
Friendly dove with his snorkeling mask
pretending he was looking at fish. Mango
smoothies on the patio afterwards .
Well , enough for now . (It's sure hard fitting all this on a postcard.) We'll tell you
more when we see you and can show you
our pictures. All in all, it was a great
respite from the Key West winter.
Hope all is well in Maine and that the .
snow isn 't too high. Please write as soon
as you can dig a path to the mailbox .

Dear Gail and Ruthie,
Writing to you from sunny Mexico. It
rained a few days in Key West last month
so Friendly and I just had to go south . I
mean , even the Gay Paradise Isle can get
dreary in February . Hopped the first plane
to Cancun. Strange place. Thought we had
taken a wrong turn over Cuba. The town
was more American than Miami.
Split for Chichen-Itza, the Mayan ruins.
Incredible. Giant pyramids and stuff built
hundreds of years ago. The highlight was
the Temple of the Phalli - that's plural for
phallus. which is Spanish for penis . I
think. Well , we had to walk about a halfhour through the jungle. Hot as the steam
room of the Portland Club Baths. Friendly bitchin' the whole way about "it figures
they'd make it so hard to find the dicks ."
I reminded him that good dicks have
always been hard to find. Passed several
other gay couples on the way. I-mean, who
else would bother? Well , it was worth it!
Four foot high stone peni everywhere.
Tried to sneak one home in my shorts but
it wouldn't fit. Got some great pictures ,
though , which I'm sure you'll want to see.

Women's music favorites, Cris Williamson and Tret Fure will return to Portland
on Saturday, April 2nd at 8:00 pm at the First Parish Unitarian Church, 425 .
.Congress St., P,ortland . .The 11,:oncert is presented _by. Pine C.one Productions.
Tickets are available at Entre Nous, Amadeus Music, MacBean's, New Leaf
Books, and the Whole Grocer and at the door.
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Hasta la next time .
Your amigo,
Harry
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Our Paper needs people who can accurately type copy

B
onto computer discs. If you have a Macintosh, great. If you B
O
dc,,'t have a Macintosh but know how to use one, we
g0 should still talk. And if you have access to another type of .
B
word processor, we may be able to work something out
too. Excellent pay for high-quality work. Call 773-2294 and o
leave a message, or write to: Our Paper, P.O. Box I0744,
g.
O
Po,rtland, ME 04~04.
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HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
Voluntary - Anonymous - Low Cost

.
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Rasta-feminist musicians Casselberry-Dupree, with Toshi Reagan and Annette
Anguilar, will be performing April 29th at the Bangor Opera House in Bangor.
The concert is sponsored by the Bangor Area Gay Lesbian Straight Coalition,
Greater Brunswick National Organization for Women and the Wilde-Stein Club.
For more information, call 947-0200.

The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule·a counseling session call:
774-6877 daily between 9~12; 1-3; Monday & Wednesday eves betw~en
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointment only.
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-~I_____CLA.SSIFIEDS ________.1 ~i----~CALENDAR ______~I
GWF, 41, professional, recovering
ACOA, seeking one who knows the struggle, likes sunrises, the ocean, quiet walks,
eating out, talks, animals. Acceptance and
honesty important. Write advertiser #47 ,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
ME 04104.
GWF, attractive , intelligent, creative, affectionate, blue eyes, light brown hair ,
wears dresses in summer, seeks stable,
fairly tall , attractive, strong, direct GF, 28
to 40 years old, who will be a friend and
. partner and will also allow me to have that
certain amount of freedom that is important in a healthy relationship. Respond to
advertiser #46, c/o Our Paper, P.O . Box
10744, Portland, ME 04IOl4.

Attention Advertiser#46: Ooops! Our
Paper has lost your address. Please
contact us as soon as possible so we
can send you the responses we have
received. Sorry for the inconveni_ence.

Bangor: GWM, 30s, looking for that
someone special. I am a 5"11 ", slender,
caring, sincere, inte!Jigent, financially
.secure professional businessman . .Attractive and clean-cut, I enjoy the same type
of individual who is willing to share his
time listening to quiet music , his home ,
gardening and walks in the country . Write
advertiser, #48 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
Quiet GM, 28, looking for responsible
roommate for a country farm house located
between Augusta and Watc!rville. Fully
furnished, summer garden, w/d, barn ,
wood stove. Pets welcomed. $300.00 a
month plus portion of utilities. Call after
5 p.m:, 923-3672. Brian.
Roommate Wanted - Male , 33, seeks
roommate for large 3 bedroom apartment
near USM, Portland. Non-smoker preferred. Your share $190/mo. plus utilities.
Call Bob at 772-5997.

Bodybuilder - Muscular G-WM want~d
for friendship , training , and companion.
Compensation available. Please enclose a ·
photo, stats, and a brief description to
advertiser #44, c/o Our Paper, P .O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104 .
Female Roommate Wanted to share
house in Brunswick, $200.00 month,
utilities included. Beautiful sunporch room
overlooking flower and vegetable gardens.
Non-smoker only . 725-2238.
Looking for 1 or 2 roommates to share
3 bedroom house in West Cumberland, 25
min. from Portland, garden space, woods
with walking trail in backyard , share
utilities. Prefer lesbian , non-smoking.
Must tolerate one dog. Rent negotiable .
Call 829-5864 .
Lesbian, 27, looking for rental/sharing
situation beginning May 20 in the Greater
Portland area . Non-smoker, early to bed
early to rise , working class . Have a quiet
dogandanoutsidecat. P.O. Box 461 , Yarmouth, ME 04096.
Want.e d - Intermediate/experienced
dressage rider to share some expenses in
exchange for opportunity to care for and
work my schooled Reg . Amer. Quarter
Horse at beautiful indoor facility in Gray.
Please call 780-4146 for further
information .

The rate for classifieds is $4 for
30 words, 10¢ for each additional
word. For personals add $2 for
handling. All ads must be prepaid.
Mail ads to Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually
explicit language in your personals. Responses to personals
will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you
twice monthly.

Saturday, April 2nd
Cris Williamson and Tret Fure in concert at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian Church at
425 Co,ngress St., Portland.

Thursday, April 21
Lesbian and Gay Pride planning and
pizza party. (March is May 28 .) Call
883-6934.

Tuesday, April 5
"La Fille Mal Gardee" by the Finnish
National Ballet, Portland City Han
Auditorium; 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $16,
$11 and $5. Call 772-8630 for tickets.

Sunday, April 24th
Benefit for the Symposium XV fund at
Zootz Dance Club, from 8-12 p.m., $4 at
the door.

Friday, April 8
Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo,
all male ballet, Palace Theatre, Man-·
chester, NH, 8 p .m., Seacoast Gay Men
AIDS benefit tickets available at
603-898-1115.

Monday, April 25
Celebrating Pride: an informational
presentation on plans for gay and lesbian
pride around New England, presented by
Portland Pride. Contact Seacoast Gay Men
or call Portland Pride at 883-6934.

Friday, April 8
Women 's Contradance. music by the
North Star Sisters. So . Pari sh Church .
State Street, Augusta, 8:30 p.m. Donation
$4.00. Beginners welcome , all dances are
taught. 872-9089 .

Tuesday, April 26
Activist Kathy Mcinnis from the Maine
Association of Handicapped Persons 'will
talk about disabled women ' s rights and
political organizing. N.O.W. , held at 7:30
p .m. at YWCA , Portland .

Saturday, April 9-Sunday, April 10
Saco River, class ill, whitewater trip cosponsored by Chiltern Mountain Club and .
the Applachian Mountain Club. For details
call Dee at 617-266-2147 before 9 p.m. or
Michael a! 883-6934 (Scarborough).

Friday, April 29
Casselberry-Dupree, with Toshi Reagon
and Annette Aguilar , Bangor Opera
House . Call 989-3306 for more
information.

Thursday, April 14-Saturday, April 16
" Pentimento," Ram Island Dance Company , Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave . Call 773-2562 for ticket
information and reservations .
Saturday, April 16
Exploring Scarborough Marsh with
Chiltern Mountain Club . Call Michael at
883-6934 for details .

Saturday, April 30
Saco River, class II whitewater trip . Cosponsored by Chiltern Mountain Club and
Appalachian Mountain Club. For details
call 883-6934 or call Lisa at 617-486-4250.
Sunday, May 1
May Day bike ride with Chiltern Mountain Club. Flat 40-50 mile ride from
Portland to Freeport and return . Side trips
to Gilsland Farm and· L.L. Bean's. Call
Michael at 883-6934.

Planning an event? Let us know. We will .list your meeting, lecture,
concert, and any public event free of charge in our calendar. Just send
the date, time, contact person, and other pertinent information to us by
the second Tuesday of the month prior to the event. Write: Calendar,
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS
The Congress Building
1.42 High Street, Suite Six Twenty.four
Portland, Moine 04101
(207) 7.72-0664

24 HOUH INFORMATION ON EVENTS, GROUP
MEETIN~iS, AND PERSONALS FOR GAY MEN
AND LE~;BIANS IN SOUTHWESTERN MAINE.
ALL LISTINGS ARE FREE.

Diane Lamay, Ed.O.
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLES AND FAMILY COUt~SELING
General Developmenlal Issues, Che·mical Dependency Recovery, Co·Depende.nce
and Adult Children of AlcohoUcs
CONSUL TING TO HOSPITALS, BUSINESSES AND SCHOOLS
Effective Communication Skills. Stress Managemenl and Chemical Dependency
Awareness
STRUCTURED SELF-AWARENESS/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CO-DEPENDENTS AND
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

YOUR VERY AFFORDABLE MAINE GAY/LESBIAN
INTRODUCTION AGENCY

MAINELY

FRIENDS
P.O. BOX 251
AUGUSTA, ME 04330

DISCRETION GUARANTEED
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
IN A PLAIN ENVELOPE
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._____________ LESBIGAYNETWORK--------------~
The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.
~ .i:i1~_d, M.e. 04101
AIDS-Line ,
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m, Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brwer, Me. 04412
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me. 04011
Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117
207-883-6934
Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian
and Gay Community
c/o Student Activities Office
Student Center, Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901
DEAN (Down East AIDS Network)
P.O. Box779

Blue Hill, ME 04614
DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Tel: 942-6503

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. As.we. of Social
Workers :
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Maine Bisexual People's Network
P.O. Box 1792
Portland, Me, 04104
780-4085 (messages)

Gay in the Merrimac Valley
(617) 452-4686 (Dave)

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
SJatlon A
Portland, Me. 04102

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church·
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Gay/Lesbian AUiance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dances
69 Mountain View Ave.
Bangor, ME 04401

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
P.O. Box 57 .
Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
833-5016 or 725-8541

947-2329

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

New Hampshire Citizens AUiance for Gay
·and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03329
603-228-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. •Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN gay Phonellne, 498-2088

GMSA (Gay Men's Social Association)
P.O. Box 294
Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) 367-8304 (Alan or Paul)
-Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
·Portland'04101

Dignity/Maine
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Me. 04104

Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Me. 04104 ·

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

OUTRIGHT
Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth
P.O. Box 5028, Station A
Portland, ME 04101.
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
Midcoast Chapter - Brunswick area
725-4769, 623-2349, 729--0519
Portland Area Men's Group (PGM)
c/o P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Me. 04074
Portland Pride Committee
P.O. Box 5112, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 04112
883-6934
PWA Coalition
25 Parris Street
Portland, ME 04101
775-1259
Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Transupport (TS/TV suppi;rt group)
P.O. Box 17622
Portland, ME 04101

USM W~men's Forum

U Diversity of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
--- -

____J_ _

__ - - -

-

Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
P.O. Box 772
.
Belfast, ME 04915
Wilde-Stein Club
M~orial Union.
Universitvf Maine - Orono

·oro~ 04469

Women's Community -ProJ~t
P.O. Box 3733
Portland, Me. 04104

_________________ MEETINGs--------------------Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall, UMA,
room 114.

MONDAYS

SUNDAYS
/

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and third Thursdays of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7:00 p.m. -..
Bates Gay /Lesbian/Straight tµliance for discussion, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston.
Dignity/Maine, every Sunday, doors open
at 5:30 p.m. , worship at 6 p.m. , First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St. , Portland
(please use rear entrance) .
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1 p.m.
followed by potluck.
Maine Les~ian/Gay Political Alliance
(MiGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA , 6:30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St. , Portland.
Sunday Liturgy , every week , 11 a.m.,
Holy Apostles American Orthodox
Monastery , Rt. 194, South Whitefield ,
ME. Call 549-7325 for more information.

PW A (Persons With AIDS) Coalition
meetings. first and third Mondays at 25
Parris St., Portland, I p.m. Open to
anyone with AIDS, ARC, or who has
tested HIV positive. Call 775-1259.

Adult Children of Alchoholics...(ACOA)
-:- o~n discussion with f~us of gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m. YWCA, 87
Spring St., Portland.

Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 p.m., Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave. ; Portland, 773-2294
(come early) .

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30-8:30 p.m., First Parish UnitarianUniversalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of
every month, 7-9 p.m. Call 989-3306 for
info.

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring ·
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except first Monday and holidays).
Unitarian-Universal Church, 292 State St.,
Portsmouth, NH (side door near basement) . Call Daryl (603) 335-4294.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. 9 Deering St., Portland.
New members are welcome.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
- last Tuesday of the month, 7:30, First
Parish Church Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.

TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA , 6-7 p.m. , begi~ners meeting, First Parish UU Church, 425
Congress St., Portland 7:30-9 p.m.
Speaker/discussion meeting.

THURSDAYS

Families of Gays Support Group, second
Tuesday of each month, 7:30 p.m. For
more information , call Ingraham
Volunteers, 774-HELP.

Colby College Bisexual , Lesbian and
Gay Community , 7:30 p.m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.

Bowdoin College Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Alliance, 7:30 p.m ., Chase Barn
Chamber, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

Gays in Sobriety. AA , 8-9 p.m., big
book/step meeting , Williston West
Church , 32 Thomas St., Portland .

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
p.m., Unitarian Church, Main Street,
Bangor.
VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and
Gay Rights) meets first and third Thursday of every month at 7:30 p.m. at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St.,
/ Burlington, VT.
Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
6~9 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union, UMO.

FRIDAYS
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Fri,
day, 8~.9;_30 p.m. - Gays .Together in
Sbbriety (open discussio_n), Christ
Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd., Portsmouth, NH.
OUTRIGHT
Portland Alliance of
Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m. , Preble Street Chapel,
331 Cumberland Avenue, Portland.
r

SATURDAYS

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the
first and third Saturdays of each· month
from 8 :00 to 1:00 at the old Bangor Community College Student Union.

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-004d..

We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
See our new section of gay fiction

','

Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofread ing services at reasonable
rates.

-"

Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5·
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Local bars, the Underground, Entre
Nous, Cycles and Bh1ckstone's, teamed
up to sponsor Winte1rfest weekend,
February 26th, 27th :and 28th. The
weekend, which included special enter- ·
, tainment, an auction, a raffle, and
comedy awards, rais«i!d over $2,000 for
the Maine Health Foundation, a nonprofit organization that funds gay and ·
lesbian health concerns.
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A vintage edition of Gay Monopoly
brought a $55 donation at the ,auction, ·
held at Cycles, to benefit the Maine
Health Foundation.
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Underground owner Randy Scot1t and Judy Nevers, owner of Entre Nous,
celebrated Winterfest at Blacksto1ne's Comedy Party.
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Tina LaPointe hosted Blackstone's Comedy Party .
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Chris Thurston and Georgia Nichols, two members of Matriazz.
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Sparky (and assi!,tant) teach the Women's Performance Night audience
the 16 counties in Maine.
Local band Val and Co. perform1id high-energy, original music.
;.,
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BRENT T. McKINSTRY
Generml Meneger

Loren Coleman, MSW

RAVEL
One Travel Piece on Mechanic St.
P.O. Box 747
:;:-..,:;: ;:;.:::: (803) 356-5555 N4:irth Conway, N.H. 03880-0747
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(BRATTLE STREET)
19 South Street
Portland, Maine 04101
207-772-0990

Theropy and Consultation
Individuals, Families, and
Groups
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